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Anti-terror team
for region good
idea, potential
for lots of work

hundreds," Maj. Gen. Frank L.
By The Associated Press
AIR
BASE, Hagenbeck told a press conference
BAGRAM
Afghanistan(AP)— U.S.-led coali- Wednesday at Bagram air base north
tion troops have gained the upper of the capital Kabul."We truly have
hand after killing at least half the al- the momentum at this point."
Despite the battle's ferocity, no
Qaida and Taliban forces holed up
in the mountains of eastern new U.S. deaths had been reported
Afghanistan in the biggest joint beyond the eight confirmed earlier
offensive in the war, the U.S. com- this week, he said.
When the operation began
mander said Wednesday.
Afghan commanders sent _ in .Friday, 150 to 200 enemy_ fighters
thousands of fresh troops for a final were believed in the hills of the
range,
mountain
push against the pockets of al-Qaida Shah-e-Kot
forces still dug in, as allied forces Hagenbeck said. But by Wednesday,
engaged in continuous firefights and as many as 600 to 700 al-Qaida and
cleared several enemy caves honey- some Taliban troops had filtered
combed across the rugged terrain of into the territory, he said.
"Conservatively speaking right
Paktia province.
"We've got confirmed kills in the now, I'm convinced from the evi-

Upsak g)inAiliq At Aft-m.441e Price;
For Reservations Call 759-5030

50 CENTS

dence I've seen that we've killed at
least half of those enemy forces," he
said.
"We own the dominant terrain in
the area and we have continued to
clear numerous caves and have a
number of contacts with the
enemy," Hagenbeck said.
Allied Afghan commanders said
they were bringing in new units
from Paktia province as well as
- pio-Vinee -to the ri-drifi 'and
Logar
Ghazi province to the west.
"There are 5,000 soldiers collecting in Shah-e-Kot for a final offensive on the al-Qaida to finish them
off," said Commander Ismail Khan,
who brought in extra soldiers from
his base in Jaji, northeast of Paktia's

capital, Gardez.
"It will be the final push," he said
Wednesday.
U.S. officials have said the ,coalition of troops fighting in Operation
Anaconda number about 2,000,
divided almost equally between
U.S. and Afghan troops. Special
operations forces from six Allied
nations are also deployed.
U.S. officials returning from the
-y--Pre-dieted the —
fróiit 'Wedne4a
offensive would be wrapped up
soon, thanks to increased firepower
and progressing ground operations.
"I think really in a couple of days
it will be over," said Maj. Ignacio
Perez of the 101st Airborne

II See Page 3A

Ft. Campbell soldier among those killed
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) — One t)t the
Army soldiers killed in Operation Anaconda in
eastern Afghanistan was a member of the elite
"Night Stalkers" special forces regiment depicted
in the film -.Black Hawk Down."
Sgt. Philip S. Svitak, 31, of Joplin, Mo., was
assigned to 2nd Battalion of the 160th Special
Operations Aviation Regiment, according to a
statement Tuesday from Fort Campbell, where
the 160th is based.
Eight members of the same regiment were
killed last month when their helicopter crashed
into the sea in the southern Philippines.
Svitak's mother, Roseann Svitak, said Tuesday
from her home in Neosho, Mo., that her son was
determined to make a difference.
"He told me before he went,'Mom,the terrorists have to be stopped,- she said. "He said, 'If
they send me over there and anything happens to
me,... I'm proud to die for my country."
He was the flight engineer on the MH-47 and
had also served as a crew chief:
Svitak had served two assignments in the
160th. His first tour was from 1989 to 1994. He
re-entered the Army in 1998.
Three other soldiers who died in the bloodiest
operation of the war in Afghanistan were from
Hunter Army Airfield, Ga., Fort Campbell officials said. They were Sgt. Bradley S. Crose, 27,of
Orange Park, Fla.; Spc. Marc A. Anderson, 30, of
Brandon, Fla.; and Pfc. Matthew A. Commons,
21, of Boulder City, Nev.
Members of the 160th Special Operalion
Aviation Regiment .are trained to slip special
forces commandos behind enemy lines aboard
helicopters. The regiment was formed in 1981 to
focus on low-level, night operations in response
to the failed hostage rescue mission in Iran the
year before.

Relay
for Life
JANET WALKER/Ledger & Times photo

AN UMBRELLA ORGANIZATION ... Rosanne Radke performed a skit at Tuesday
night's Relay for Life team captains meeting. This year's
Relay will be May 3-4 at Roy
Stewart Stadium. Anyone interested in having a team may call
Kay Ray at 753-5851.

FRANK AUGSTEIN AP Photo

MORE CASUALTIES ... A coffin containing the body of a U.S soldier killed in
Afghanistan is carried off a transport jet at Ramstein air base. southwestern Germany,
on Tuesday. U.S Army chaplains held ceremonies Tuesday in Ramstein for seven
American soldiers killed Monday in Afghanistan in attacks by al-Oaida and Taliban
fighters. The remains were brought to Germany for transfer to the United States.
Besides the four Army soldiers killed in the Calif.; and Tech. Sgt. John A. Chapman,. 36, of
recent fighting in Afghanistan, also killed were Waco, Texas; and Senior Airman Jason D.
Navy Aviation Boatswain's Mate-Handling Petty Cunningham, 26, Camarillo, Calif.; both of the
Officer 1st Claws Neil C. Roberts, 32, Woodland, Air Force.

HT Marketing warehouse evacuated
after high CO levels were discovered
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Four trucks and eight firefighters were called just
after noon Tuesday to check the carbon monoxide level
in the HT Marketing warehouse at 1909 Melvin Henley
Drive.
Firefighters evacuated the building after discovering
the CO level was at 78 ppm (parts per million). The
forklifts in the building were then checked, and one pro-

duced a CO level over 130 ppm. HT Marketing was
informed to have them checked before using them.
According to Murray Fire Inspector Dickie Walls,
OSHA regulations state that the maximum allowable
CO level in a business with an eight-hour work day is 50
ppm.
Firefighters ventilated the building, bringing the CO
level down to 50 ppm. Once the level was decreased,
employees were allowed to re-enter the building.

Morning explosion sends column of flame
MOUNT STERLING, Ky.(AP)— An explosion this
morning in a gas pipeline ten miles east of Mount
Sterling sent up a column of flame visible for miles,
officials said.
There were no reports of-injuries and no evacuations
were necessary at the substation explosion, according to
Ray Bowman, a spokesman for the Kentucky Division

of Emergency Management.
"We were notified out of Thomasville, Georgia,"
Bowman said. "FEMA got the initial notification from
an infrared satellite."
The explosion occurred at 4:26 a.m. EDT in a rural
area off Double Gate Road near the MontgomeryMenifee County line, Bowman said.
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U.S. takes dominant
position in Afghan battle

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
On the desk of Calloway County
"You get to a point whuie
Office of Emergency Management
you don't know if you
- - -Director- Jeff Steen's desk sits- a
thick stack of papers outlining plans
have a net big enough to
for a multi-county HAZMAT/anticatch that fish ... There's
terrorism team that is being proa lot of administrative
posed by the Kentucky Department
of Emergency Management.
duties here.While Steen acknowledges that
- Jeff Steen
the team, which would be made up
Calloway County Office of
of members from the First Region
counties of McCracken, Graves,
Emergency Management
Calloway, Marshall, Ballard.
Director
Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton,
would be a good idea, coordinating
it could become a handful for local
emergency coordinators.
Bowling Green. If they're going to
"You get to a point where you
be over there for two or three days,
don't know if you have a net big
who's paying their salary? The city
enough to catch that fish," he said
of Murray," he said.
Tuesday, one day after state organSteen said reciprocal agreements
izers spoke to 55 representatives
have been proposed where the city
from area law enforcement, hospiof Murray would be reimbursed by
tals, fire departments and other
the city of Bowling Green for that
agencies at the Purchase Area
wages.
missed
firefighter's
Development District office in
Bowling Green would Then be eligiMayfield. •
ble to be compensated by funds
"There's a lot of administrative
from the Federal Emergency
duties here," he said. "It's going to
Management Agency.
be interesting to see howtall of this
Covering wages, however, will
plays out."
still not make up for the work time
Steen represented Calloway
that could potentially be missed by
County at Monday's meeting while
local emergency personnel, Steen
Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott represaid. "You've got to have standard
sented the city. Involvement in the
operating procedures," he said.
team, which is one of 14 teams
"Team members have to have physbeing formed across the state, will
icals. You have to have drills. Then,
be on d volunteer basis.
if you do mobilize, if three Murray
The volunteer nature of the
firefighters go, who's going to
team, however, could be where the
cover their shift?"
administrative nightmare begins.
Money to form the teams in
Steen said that while there are state
Kentucky will come from the U.S.
laws in place to protect emergency
Department of Justice. Each team
personnel from losing their jobs if
will be supplied with $600,000 to
called away, there are really no probuy equipment to respond to varivisions to cover whether or not they
ous emergency situations. Teams
will get paid for the time off.
must be legally incorporated to
"If you go as a volunteer, there's
receive funding.
a tremendous amount of training
"There's a lot of questions about
you're asking volunteers to particiit still," Steen said. "The equippate in," he said. "Then, we're
ment's great, but you'll have to
sending them out ... without pay.
come up with your own truck. We
"Let's say that three Murray city
do have some provisions for trainfirefighters are mobilized and have
to go to a nuclear iiroblem over in
II See Page 2A
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Partly Cloudy

Tonight...
Cloudy with
chance of rain.
Thursday...
Cloudy with
chance of rain.
Highs in the
lower 60s.
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Kentucky State building evacuated
wiring around 12:30 p.m. EST while excavating
property for renovations at the Carl M. Hill
Student Center. Construction was then shut
down, and faculty, staff and students were made
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — A building at to leave nearby Hathaway Hall, officials said.
The sidewalk area between Hathaway and the
Kentucky State University was evacuated
Monday after workers found explosive devices at student center also was blocked off, and classes
were suspended for The afternoon.
a construction site on campus.
University President George Reid said it is
Construction workers uncovered explosive.
likely the explosives date back as much as 30

Explosive devices at
construction site found

Somebody's Gonna Win,
Might As Well Be You!

Fro

years — left over from an old construction project.
Construction workers discovered a dynamite
cap and four wires leading to possible explosive
devices 6 to 8 feet below the surface of the property. One of the wires was determined to be live
and was detonated. The detonation created a
minor implosion but caused no damage to the
site. Reid said.

•

in prizes won!

•

SheriffFireLogs

Calloway County Sheriffs Office
• Melissa Garner, 38, Almo, was listed in critical condition at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Wednesday morning as a result of
injuries she received in a one-vehicle accident Tuesday afternoon.
According to a sheriff's office report, the gas pedal on Garner's vehicle stuck as she was traveling on Highway 464. She was unable to maintain control of the vehicle and left the roadway and struck a tree just west
of the railroad tracks in Almo.
According to the sheriff's office report. Garner received a broken leg
from the collision. A MCCH spokesperson said Garner also had lacerations and a concussion as a result of the accident. The report also stated that Garner's 3-year-old son was also in the vehicle during the time
of the accident, but was not injured.
Two firefighters from the Murray Fire Department assisted with loading Garner into the ambulance at the scene of the accident.
• Amy R. Carter, 24, Murray, was listed in stable condition Wednesday
at Western Baptist Hospital after being involved in a one-vehicle accident
Sunday afternoon. According to a sheriff's office report, Carter was driving on Irvin Cobb Road when her right rear wheel left the pavement.
MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich.
Carter then overcorrected, slammed on her brakes, skidded across the
(AP) — A man shot and killed his
opposing lane of traffic and struck a tree.
ex-wife and two other people in a
Two firefighters from the Murray Fire Department used the jaws of life
courthouse parking lot Tuesday,
to extricate Carter from the vehicle. She was then transported to the
then holed up briefly inside his
Murray-Calloway County Hospital by ambulance and later was transhome before surrendering, police
ferred to Western Baptist.
said.
• Kim T. Lawrence, 41, Hazel, remained lodged in the Calloway
The shooting was a "domesticCounty Jail Wednesday morning of $5,000 cash bond on two counts of
type of deal," said police officer
second-degree assault. According to a sheriff's office report, Lawrence
Charles Lyon. drove to the house of her husband's mother in Hazel, where a verbal
The three victims had been headargument occurred between she and her husband, Dwayne Lawrence,
ed to a probation hearing at the
and sister-in-law, Edwina Turner.
Isabella County Courthouse. Lyon
As Turner and Dwayne Lawrence reached into Kim Lawrence's vehisaid authorities believed they were
cle to try and stop her from driving any further, Kim Lawrence drove off,
going to testify against the suspect,
dragging the two for nearly two blocks. The report stated that Dwayne
Thomas Wendt.
Lawrence and Turner each received road rash and deep cuts.
-It was not immediately known
Kim Lawrence was later taken to the sheriff's office by her daughter.
why the suspect was on probation,
Kim Lawrence claimed she was assaulted, but the sheriff's report stated
but Lyon said he had been in court
that no marks were found on her. According to the report, Kim Lawrence
before for a domestic violence case,
was intoxicated at the time of her arrest.
among other charges.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
"He has a long history in the
• Two trucks and seven firefighters responded to a truck fire at 3696
court." Lyon said.
Mitchell Story Road Monday. The fire was contained to the cab of the
Police said they believe Wendt
truck. Firefighters were on the scene for approximately one hour, and no
waited in his car, then used a shotinjuries were reported.
gun to kill his ex-wife, Vicki Sue
— Information gathered from reports, logs
Keller-Wendt, Brandie Keller and
and citations from respective agencies.
Douglas McCoy.
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Hubble work
delayed by
leaky spacesuit

Herbert Corey - Louisville
Hurricane Deck Boat DECK BOAT DOLLARS

Carl & Nancy Joyner - Cherokee, AL
S200,000 CASH BALL

BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times photo

SOUP FOR YOU! ... Betty Hassell picks a soup during last
night's Empty Bowls fundraiser at the Curris Center for
Need Line.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
— Two astronauts stepped out into
the vacuum of space today and performed the riskiest surgery yet on
the Hubble Space Telescope, a
power-unit replacement that was
likened to a heart transplant.
The spacewalk. the third in as
many days for shuttle Columbia's
crew, got started late because of a
leaky spacesuit.
An unusual and unexplained
water seepage from astronaut John
Grunsfeld's suit forced him to pull
off his soaked top and get into a dry
one. It pushed back the spicewalk
by two hours, adding dramatic suspense to an already tension-filled
day.
"And a late but hopefully powerful 'start," Grunsfeld said when he
finally floated outside.
NASA held off powering down
Hubble until Grunsfeld and Richard
Linnehan were ready to start disconnecting the old power control unit,
an hour into their spacewalk.
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Calloway County Preschool/
Head Start Spring Registration
Do you have a child who will be 3 or
4 years old on or by October 1, 2002?

REGISTRATION
March 14th
March 15th

10:00 AM to 6:00 PM
- 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

The Calloway County Preschool/Head Start is
located behind the Calloway County High School.
To register your child for potential enrollment in the Preschool/Head Start program, parents or guardians need to bring the following information:
Certified birth certificate
Social Security card
Proof of income (W-2's or Income taxes)
Medical Card or proof of insurance
Kentucky Immunization certificate
Your child does not need to be present to register.

If questions, please call 762-7410.

1001
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Murray, KY 42071-1040
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ing, but then we've got to maintain
this equipment."
Steen said while it tras. not been
decided how the team will be dis.persed. he believes it should be
divided into four parts, with one in
Calloway County. one in Marshall
County, one in McCracken County
and one in Graves County. Each
unit, he said, should have a specific
level of expertise.
"I don't think it should be one
giant team," he said. "I think it
should be broken up into smaller
units. You could have four small
teams that come together into one
big team. Each team would have an
area of specialty."
The First Region team is expected to receive its first round of funding sometime this year. Steen said
the hope is to create a series of
teams across the state that will be
similar to the urban search and rescue teams deployed in New York
City after the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks.
"I really think we'll put something together," he said. "It would
be a good thing. "It's just going to
be one more ball to juggle."
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CALLOWAY COUNTY
YOUNG REPUBLICANS
MEETING
will be March 7th at
5 p.m. in the meeting
room of the Calloway
County Public Library.
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Division
Five Marine attack helicopters
entered the fight Tuesday to bolster
the aerial strike force after Army
Apaches were damaged by intense
fighting Monday.
Hostile fire Monday brought
down one Chinook helicopter and
damaged another, killing seven U.S.
troops — the worst casualty toll in a
single offensive operation of the 5month-old war.
Infantry forces inching up the
sheer mountain side had found a
stash of weapons and documents in
one cave hide-out and were clearing
more.
. Brig. Gen. John Rosa told
reporters at the Pentagon that the
cave-side trove included mortars,
rocket-propelled grenade rounds,
small arms. Elsewhere, U.S. troops
found more weapons and ammunition, as well as foreign driver's
licenses and foreign passports, he
said.
Operation
Anaconda
was
launched Friday in a 60-square-mile
area south of Gardez to rout hundreds of enemy fighters believed to
have regrouped after the Taliban fell
Dec. 7 from their spiritual base in
Kandahar.
The operation has involved
pounding the -targets - from the.air while encircling the mountain range
with hundreds of ground troops to
prevent any fighters from fleeing.
U.S. officials have reported only a
small number of detainees, however.
j Neither the former Taliban
supreme leader Mullah Mohammed
Omar nor al-Qaida chief Osama bin
Laden was believed to be in the
Shah-e-Kot area.
U.S. officials said Tuesday the
United States had observed al-Qaida
forces reoccupying several former
training camps in the region that
were bombed earlier in the war.
"We have indications that there
are other pockets of terrorists in this
country," Hagenbeck said.

••••
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LEFTARIS PETARAKIS/AP Photo

SECURING AREA ... U.S. soldiers with special off-road vehicles secure an area close to an airfield
on the outskirts of the Paktia province town of Gardez, Afghanistan Tuesday. U.S. warplanes
pounded al-Qaida and Taliban mountain strongholds in eastern Afghanistan, while heavily armed
defenders responded with bursts of mortars, grenades and machine gun fire.
While the air and ground offen- im leader Hamid Kauai and U.N. were flown back to the United
sive raged on, Paktia province's officials on security and forming a States.
_
InTelligenteunit distributed a leaflet - - national- wrny.
--The- American -deaths-- Monday
throughout Gardez offering a $4,000
Cooperation among them is con- occurred during two Operations
reward for the capture of any al- sidered important because Karzai's involving MH-47 Chinook helicopQaida warrior.
interim government has little power ters, Rosa said. In the first, a heliThe leaflet offering the reward is outside the capital. Regional war- copter inserting special forces was
an enlarged copy of an Afghani cur- lords control much of the land and it hit by a rocket-propelled grenade,
rency note with the reward offer on remains unclear if they will be will- forcing it down,As it tried to lift off,
the back:
ing to cede influence to the central one American fell out. Rosa said.
"Dear countrymen: The al-Qaida authority.
Another helicopter retrieved the rest
terrorists are our enemy. They are
Among those attending the meet- of the crew.
the enemy of your independence and ing were the commander who holds
Hagenbeck said the serviceman
freedom. Come on. Let us find their sway in the the western Herat area was captured by al-Qaida fighters
most secret hiding places. Search — also named Ismail Khan — and and then killed. He was not missed
them out and inform the intelligence the northern Uzbek warlord Rashid until a head count was taken after
service of the province and get the Dostum.
the chopper was airborne. Pentagon
big prize."
The seven American servicemen officials identified him as Petty
In Kabul, Afghanistan's main killed Monday, and an eighth killed Officer 1st class Keil C. Roberts, 32,
regional commanders gathered Saturday, were honored in Germany of Woodland, Calif. Roberts was
Wednesday for meetings with inter- before their flag-draped caskets based in Norfolk, Va.
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Pakistan to try chief
suspect in Pearl murder
ISLAMABAD,Pakistan(AP)— Pakistan will try the chief suspect in
the kidnap-slaying of Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl before
considering sending him to face charges in the United States, President
Pervez Musharraf's spokesman said.
The spokesman, Maj. Gen. Rashid Quereshi, said Tuesday that the
notification had been conveyed formally to the U.S. Embassy. which
declined to comment.
The suspect, British-born Islamic militant Ahmed Omar Saeed Sheikh,
was arrested-last- month, before authorities received a video that con—
firmed Pearl, 38, had been 41ed.
On Wednesday, police said a taxi driver who drove Pearl the night he
was kidnapped had identified Saeed as one of the men who approached
Pearl in front of a Karachi restaurant that evening.
Police investigator Manzoor Mughal said the driver, identified only as
Nasir, told a magistrate that Saeed stepped out of a white car, shook hands
with Pearl and asked him to step into the vehicle, where three other men
were sitting.
Saeed admitted in a Feb. 14 court hearing his role in the kidnapping,
but his statement is not admissible because it was not made under oath.
His trial is expected to begin this month and may last a few weeks.
The Bush administration hps sought to extradite Saeed, reportedly on
a warrant for the 1994 kidnapping of an American in India who was freed
unharmed.
Saeed has not been indicted in the United States in the Pearl case.
Pakistani law requires defendants-be tried at home before being handed
over to any other country.
Pakistani officials have not ruled out transferring Saeed to the United
States eventually if a legal basis can be found. There is no extradition
treaty between the two countries.
On-Tuesday, a court in Karachi set aside a petition to prevent the handover filed by Saeed's wife after government prosecutors promised he
would not he sent to the United States "in violation of the law."
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HOUSTON (AP)— A psychia- he said.
trist testifying for the defense
Yates believed she was sacrificTuesday said that a psychotic ing her life in this world and eterniAndrea Yates believed she had no ty to spare her children from hellfire.
choice but to drown her five chil- Resnick testified.
dren to save them from "eternal
Much of her delusional thought
damnation."
process did not emerge until after
Yates, 37, has pleaded innocent
the children were drowned, he said.
by reason of insanity and could get
"She was afraid Satan would hear it
the death penalty if convicted of
and make it happen," Resnick said.
capital murder charges.
Yates' mother, Jutta Karin
Under
cross-examination
Kennedy.
took the stand later
Tuesday,
psychiatrist
Phillip
Tuesday.
saying
her daughter was a
Resnick agreed with prosecutor Joe
"wonderful
mother."
Owmby that Yates knew. she was
Prosecutors had no questions
legally wrong when she killed her
during
Kennedy's brief and tearful
children in the bathtub on June 20.
testimony.
Defense attorney George
But Resnick said Yates believed she
Parnham asked Kennedy how her
had no choice.
"Because of her dilemma, what daughter behaved around the chilshe perceived as right was to take dren.
her children's life on Earth to pre"She was always watching them,
vent them from eternal damnation," protecting them," Kennedy said.
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Affecting hundreds of thousands of Kentuckians
FRANKFORT — Two of the more
prominent bilk that the Kentucky House of
Representatives passed
last week have only one
important thing in common: They affect hundreds of thousands of
Kentuckians.
The first of those was
adopted by the House on
Feb. 25, and would give
more local control in
where new
deciding
Frankfort
power plants are built, so
Focus
they are not too close to
By Rep. Buddy homes, schools and hosBuckingham
pitals.
D-Murray
The need for this bill
became evident last
spring, after it was

announced that about two dozen applications for new plants had been received by
the state, with many of those merchant
plants designed less for Kentuckians and
more for out-of-state use.
Municipally owned utilities are not
affected by this bill, but those plants that are
would be subject to a new state board whose
membership would include two citizens
from the affected area.
Kentucky has one of the lowest energy
costs in the country, and the cheapest east of
the Mississippi River. There is worry, however, that this state could become home to
too much power and the pollution those
plants would bring.
The other bill the House sent the Senate
last week would help many of the 235,000
state employees, teachers and their dependents who have health insurance through the

There has been some concern among legstate. It would do this by letting them purchase three months' worth of maintenance islators that having winning teams play two
medications for two month's worth of co- games in one day — which happens at the
pays, an option already available to many end of the tournament — is too much to ask
of the players. That will be one of the issues
with private health insurance.
These prescriptions, used for such things discussed in the study.
Outside of the legislative process.
as lowering blood pressure or cholesterol,
could be bought through the mail or with a Kentucky received two reports of good news
last week. The first is that the state is one of
local pharmacist.
two finalists (Alabama is the other) in
just
welcomed
lawmakers
Tuesday,
Last
more than 1,000 senior citizens to the the running for a billion-dollar auto plant,
Capitol for the traditional Senior Day, which which will be the first U.S.-based site for
is an opportunity for older Kentuckians to Hyundai.
While this plant would be built near
learn more about the bills important to them.
In a sports-related matter, the House Elizabethtown if Kentucky is selected, it's
unanimously passed a bill last Wednesday important to note that many communities
that would study the Sweet 16 high school could also see a rise in jobs as more autobasketball tournament and recommend any motive-related factories open across the
changes prior to the start of the 2003-2004 state to meet the increased demand for parts.
We saw that happen when Toyota opened its
season.

AND AC 114E DANGER GATAERs,
REALIZING TIME IS NOT ON OUR SIDE,
Wi4EN IT COMES ID GLoeAL WARMING
tAR WILL ASK THE PERPETRAToRs
TO CONSIDER T/NY 9EI4AV/ORAL
MoDIFICATIONS, IF IT DOESN'T COST
ANY714ING, LATER IN 714E DECADE,
PENDING FURTHER s-ruoy, PP.ETry
PLEASE wiTI-1 SVGA oN Top,

Georgetown plant in the 1980s.
In the second dose of good news,
Kentucky was ranked 10th among the states
in the cost-effectiveness of our highway dollars. Our interstates and major roads in rural
areas showed little problems, according to
the study, which added that some of the
areas in which we can improve include our
urban interstates and the rate of automobile
accidents.
With March now here, the General
Assembly is getting ready for the final four
hectic weeks of the session. As always, I
encourage you to let me know how you feel
about the issues before us. My address is
Room 3291, Capitol Annex, 700 Capitol
Avenue, Frankfort, KY 40601. You can also
leave a message, toll-free, at 800-372-7181
or, for the deaf or hard-of-hearing, 800896-0305.

It's Not OverAnd Deaths Could Increase
By Sally Buzbee/AP Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Defeating the
Taliban, it turns out, may have been the
easy opener.
After months of what seemed mostly
mopping up, the sudden escalation of the
war in Afghanistan makes clear that tracking down and eliminating the well-armed,
mostly hidden al-Qaida is going to be
tougher.
Victory in Afghanistan may take a long
time, as President Bush has repeatedly said.
It also may be costly, as the rising casuLET NO OiJ
alty count shows. American ground troops
MISTAKE cx)R
ikirr/917o0JS. —
for the first time are taking the lead role
and engaging in full-scale battle while their
Afghan allies mostly play backup and support.
"We are entering a phase where we will
physically go to paces on the ground
skills `and grow strong.
Dear Editor:
inside Afghanistan to clear out pockets of
Today, we are committed to ensuring that every girl
It k% as 90 years ago — on March 12, 1912. to be
resistance.
... And yes, it is more dangercan benefit from the unique experiences of the Girl
exact - - ‘4, hen the first group of girls met as Girl
Scouts. A wonderfully eccentric, middle-aged visionary Scout program. Indeed, Girl Scouting is for every girl,
ous," the war commander, Gen. Tommy
everywhere. In fact, Girl Scouts of Kentuckiana offers,
named Juliette Gordon Low decided it was time that
Franks, said Monday.
the Brownie Doll Show, GirlSports Basics, Middle
the girls of Savannah, Ga.,"and all the world" had
Sensitive to the public's reaction, White
School High Adventure Team, Troop Beverly Hills,
something special and worthwhile to do. And the Girl
to
just
World,
the
Around
Trip
A
and
Action
Arts in
Scouts of the L'SA was born.
House officials drew up a communications
mention a few of our many program opportunities.
So much has changed in the world -since that first
battle plan that would remind Americans
As we look to the future, we know it is filled with
Girl Scout meeting: Cars, fuel sources, communica- •
Challenges
uncertainty.
and
promise,
challenges
dramatically
tions and home appliances have advanced
that casualties are a part of war, and insist
involving issues in health, economics, politics and
in the last 90 years.
United States is winning.
the
social changes. Our future leaders will be required to
Would the very first Girl Scouts recognize today's
Despite Bush's persistent past reminders
be strong, self-confident, conscious of values, globally
Girt Scouts.' Certainly not by some of the activities we
aware and technologically Skilled. These are the very
do. or by the uniforms we wear. But if they were to
that there could be casualties, Americans
skills Girl Scouting strives to impart to every girl.
look deeply, they'd find that the same core qualities of
may have had a false sense that the Worst
Today, with 3.7 million members, Girl Scouting
positive values. kindness and resourcefulness are still
wants all girls to have the opportunities they need to
was past, the White House believes.
in e%ery Girl Scout.
discover the fun, friendship and power of girls together.
.0ver the last 90 years, Girl Scouting has helped
Pentagon officials, apparently trying to
The Girl Scout goals of citizenship, character and patritoday's girls hwtome tomorrow's leaders. So far, more
combat that view, made a point of saying
otism will -never go out of style.
than 50 million women have had the experience. Most
of them are happy and successful — some of them
Monday that more battles lie ahead inside
Gwen Kaiser
famous. In fact, two-thirds of all women listed in
and that the United States will
Bear Creek Service Center Director Afghanistan,
It7u,'s Who in American Women are Girl Scout alumGirl Scotits of Kentuckiana not flinch.
nae! -Fhe all had the chance to develop leadership
"I think we have to expect that there are
other sizable pockets (of al-Qaida), that
there will be other battles of this type," said
Got
Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Something
Added Gen. Richard Myers,chairman of
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
the Joint Chiefs of Staff: "The only choices
To Say?
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)
for al-Qaida are to surrender or to be killed.
Letters may be submitU.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
And we're prepared to go on as long as that
137ARussell Senate Office Building
ted by fax at 270-753Washington, D.C. 20510
may require."
web:www.iim bunningObunning.senate.gov
1927 or by mail to 1001
1-202-224-4343(Washington #)
Yet the al-Qaida forces that America
VVhitnell Ave., Murray,
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell(R-Ky.)
faces have escaped before — and have
KY 42071. Letters must
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
numerous ways to do it again.
be signed and have a
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
In mid to late December, A small number
telephone number'
For questions, call Eric
of U.S. troops working with and directing
In State Sen. Bob Jackson represents Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman and Trigg counties and can be reached at
Walker at 753-1916, ext.
local Afghans managed to push al-Qaida
0Qt?Aa_cf5S_QT10Irc.state.ky.u4
27.
out of the mountains at Tora Bora.
fighters
IN State Rep. Buddy Buckingham represents Galloway and
be
must
Letters
•
at
reached
portions of Trigg County. He can be
But many al-Qaida simply escaped, apparbot)bu_c_Ringhamalrc.state.ky.us
signed with the writer's ently going across to Pakistan and then
name, address and telereturning to Gardez, south of Tora Bora,
phone number so we
o_T
A ,) MI RK 11
where many are now.
may contact you if
IMES
This time, of the 2,000 allied troops
there are questions.
in the new assault, half are
involved
• Letters should be
WALKER
ERIC
ALICE ROUSE
Afghans and half are Americans and coaliapproximately between
Managing Editor
rubli,her
tion soldiers, Franks said. The Americans
250-350 Words TYPED.
WALTER L. APPERSON
are in the middle of the fight, and the
And all letters are subPublisher Emeritus
Afghans serve more of a support role by
ject to editing or rejec'Where there is no vision, the people perish.' •
trying to block escapes.
tion.
PUBLISFIED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
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Donald Rumsfeld
Defense Secretary
The offensive may have taken some
Americans back home by surprise because,
since Tora Bora, only a few U.S. strikes at
al-Qaida have been publicly acknowledged, said John Pike, a defense analyst at
Globalsecurity.org in Washington.
Many more such operations have probably been launched in secret, Pike said. The
public probably only hears of those that
result in accusations the wrong people were
hit, he said.
Pentagon officials have been saying for
weeks that al-Qaida fighters were reconstituting in eastern Afghanistan.
"We've been following that, allowing it
to develop until we thought it was proper
time to strike," Myers said.
Now there are several hundred al-Qaida
fighters dug into the mountains, valleys
and cave complexes around Gardez. They
are well-armed, and have the type of experience using rocket-propelled grenades and
shoulder-fired surface-to-air missiles that
can prove deadly to American helicopter
pilots.
Despite the efforts to block any escapes,
"It is very easy to move across borders and
then come back in. It's very easy to slip
into the mountains, into tunnels and caves
and stay there for periods," Rumsfeld said.
When might it end? Pike said he expects
U.S. troops to be on the watch indefinitely
for signs of al-Qaida fighters regrouping.
Rumsfeld said when Afghanistan-'s central government gets stronger, and the
country in general becomes more secure,
such operations might eventually tail off.
"But that's some distance off," the
defense secretary said.
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Mrs. Ovie S. Galloway

Mrs. Katie Irene Humphrey

Mrs. Sue Alice Gardner McLemore

Mrs. Katie Irene Humphrey, 96, formerly of Murray, died Monday,
Mrs. Ovie S. Galloway, 97, Wingo, died Sunday, March 3, 2002, at her
Mrs. Sue Alice Gardner McLemore, 66, 3236 March 4, 2002, at the residence of her daughter and son-in-law, Gail and Bill daughter's home in Wingo.
Steeplechase, Owensboro, died Monday, March 4, 2002, Gage, Franklin, Tenn.
A retired seamstress from Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield, she was
A homemaker, she was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, a member of Lebanon Church of Christ.
at Owensboro Mercy Health System.
A retired teacher of 32 years, she had taught in Ohio, Murray.
Her husband, Nolan Galloway, granddaughter, Ann Oldham, greatBorn Feb. 25, 1906, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late granddaughter, Kerrie Weatherford, great-grandson, Ian Horner, four sisKentucky and Georgia. She received her bachelor of science in education from the University of Kentucky and Richard Boggess and Betty Austin Boggess. Also preceding her in death ters and three brothers all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of
her master's degree from Murray State University. She were one sister, Minnie Workman Boggess, two brothers, M.V. Boggess and the late Don Leech and Anna Suthard Leech.
was a member of Kappa Kappa Iota Delta and Alpha 011ie Workman, and parents-in-law. Lee and Lula Humphrey, all of
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Elaine Weatherford, Wingo,
Sigma Alpha sororities, and of Settle Memorial United Calloway County.
Mrs. Dorotha Foggo, Belleville, Neb.; one son, Dwain G. Galloway,
and
Survivors include her husband, Charles Humphrey, to whom she had
McLemore Methodist Church where she was also a member of the
Tenn.; nine grandchildren; 16 great-grandchildren; five
Huntington,
been married for 62 years; one daughter, Mrs. Gail Gage and husband, Bill,
Small Group.
great-great-grandchildren.
Born in Murray, she was the daughter of Alma Lee Outland Gardner Franklin, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Elsie Williams, Nashville, Tenn.; nephews
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral
and nieces, Tom Williams and wife, Emma, Nashville, Sherwin Boggess,
and the late Jack Gardner.
Home,
Mayfield. Gary Hill and John Dale will officiate.
and
Clayton
Workman
wife,
Paducah,
and
Leslie
Rovine,
Boggess
Murray,
Survivors include her husband, O.C. (Mac) McLemore, to whom she
will be Dan Weatherford, James Weatherford, Mark
Doris
Pallbearers
Mich.,
Paducah,
Marelle
Christine,
Loafman,
Southgate,
wife,
Mrs.
McLemore
Cindy
daughter,
one
had been married for 46 years;
Jean
Emma
Burkeen,
Mich.,
Nashville,
Park,
Roxie
Hopkins,
Lincoln
Galloway,
Gary
Galloway, John David Oldham and Don Oldham. Burial
Thompson, Owensboro; one son, Mark McLemore, Prestonsburg; three
Sue
of
and
all
Murray,
and
Dortch,
Jo
Rex,
Mary
Cooper
husband,
and
follow
will
in
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Highland
grandchildren, Jack Thompson, Owensboro, and Ashley Thompson and
all
Hazel.
and
Workman,
of
Willie,
Dorothy
Vinson
husband,
and
at
be
Visitation
will
funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight (Wednesday).
Lee
Alma
Mrs.
Amanda Thompson. both of Campbellsville; her mother,
The funeral will be today (Wednesday) at 3 p.m. in the chapel of
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855
Gardner, New Albany, Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Jackie Shroat, Frankfort. and
Williamson Memorial Funeral Home, 3009 Columbia Ave., Franklin. Jim Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42001, or Alzheimer's Association, 3703
Mrs. Linda Graves, New Albany, Ind.; two brothers, Sam Gardner,
will officiate. Burial will follow in Williamson Memorial Gardens.
Taylor
Taylorsville Rd., Suite 102, Louisville, KY 40220-1330.
Clarksville, Ind., and Dr. Richard P. Gardner, New Albany, Ind.; an aunt,
Visitation is at the funeral home from 1 to 3 p.m. today (Wednesday).
nephews.
and
nieces
14
Murray;
Outland,
Nell
Mrs.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
The funeral will be Thursday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Glenn Funeral Habitat for Humanity, P.O. Box 1139, Murray, KY 42071.
Home,900 Old Hartford Rd., Owensboro.
Burial rites will be Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery,
Murray, with J. H. Churchill Funeral Home in charge of local arrangements.
Visitation will be at the funeral home in Owensboro from 3 to 8 p.m.
today (Wednesday) and after 8:30 a.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Lupus Foundation of
America.

www.murrayledger.com

Mrs. Alma Valentine
Murray-Paris Road, Puryear, Tenn., died
p.m. at Henry County Medical Center,
4:36
at
2002,
4,
March
Monday.
Paris, Tenn.
She was a graduate of Hazel High School and Murray State University
and a member of Bethlehem Church of Christ in Henry County, Tenn.
Born Dec. 1, 1910, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
late Charles E. Douglas and Thula Perry Douglas. Also preceding her in
death were two sisters, Ozelma Wilson and Velna Paschall, and two brothers. Prentice Douglas and Trellis Douglas.
Survivors include her husband, Johnny Valentine, to whom she was
married Dec. 14, 1929; one brother, Garvice Douglas and wife, Lorene.
Paducah; sister-in-law, Mrs. Beatrice Barrera and husband, Ralph.
Puryear; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. Ewing Stubblefield and Jimmy McKeel will officiate. Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery, Buchanan, Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 6 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Bethlehem Church of Christ,
c/o Bill Holt, 395 Elkhorn Rd., Paris, TN 38242.
Mrs. Alma Valentine, 91, Old

3111

Boston SO

New

Sgt. First Class E-7 William H. Martin

York SO

funeral for Sgt. First Class E-7 William H. Martin will be Thursday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The
Rev. Paul McWherter will officiate. Music will be by Billy Buchanan,
vocalist, and Carolyn Allbritten, pianist.
Pallbearers will be his son, William Roger Martin. his grandson, Travis
Jeremiah Martin, Ron Allbritten, Elmo Thornton, Arvel Birdsong and
Aaron McWherter. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens with
full military rites by an honor guard from Ft. Campbell.
Mr. Martin, 78, Oakhill Drive, Murray, died Sunday, March 3, 2002, at
11 p.m. at his home.
Retired from Security Police with Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.Livermore, Calif., he served 21 years with the 82nd Airborne Division of
the U.S. Army. He was a member of Emmanuel Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 24, 1923, in Olive Hill. he was the son of the late Chancy
Martin and Myrtle Rosa Sparks Martin.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marge Luciak Martin, to whom he was
married Oct. 6, 1951; three daughters, Ms. Margaret Carol Martin,
Livermore, Calif., Mrs. Judy A. Doe and hiAmnd, Chris, Biloxi, Miss.,
and Mrs. Patricia Gail Hein, Manteca, Calif.; one son, William Roger
Martin, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Billie Irene Shumaker and husband, Phil,
Sunnyvale, Calif.; seven grandchildren.
File
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Long distance and roaming included on all new plans.

Charles Morgan Calhoun Sr.

3500

National
Plans

The funeral fa Charles Morgan Calhoun Sr. will be Thursday at 10
a.m. in the chapel. of BentOW-Glunt Funeral Home, 629 South Green St.,
Henderson.
Burial rites will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery,
Murray.
Visitation will be. at the funeral home from 2 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday) and after 8 a.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to First
United Methodist Church of Henderson, 338 Third Sr.. Henderson, KY
42420.
Mr. Calhoun Sr., 92, Henderson, died Monday, March 4, 2002, at 7:50
a.m. at Methodist Hospital, Henderson.
His wife, Mrs. Eupal Weatherford Calhoun, to whom he had been married for 70 years. died in May 1999.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Ronda Buckmaster, and one son,
Chuck Calhoun, both of Henderson; five grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews; several cousins in Calloway and
Trigg counties.
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Investments Since 1854.
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Stock Market Report Porr,eas"
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-NIart
Worldcom Inc
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock

10468.08 + 34.67
Do% Jones Ind, Avg
49.91 + 0.41
Air Products
26.89 + 0.17
A01.Time Warner
15.87 - 0.19
AT&T
19.16 + 0.06
Bell South
47.01 + 0.12
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb - 50.00 + 1.57
58.43 + 0.43
Caterpillar
86.22 - 0.03
Chevron Texaco Corp
42.60 - 0.55
Daimler Chrysler
72.09 - 0.13
Dean Foods
42.61 + 0.11
Exxon-Mobil
16.00 + 0.26
Ford Motor
40.82 + 0.32
General Electric
59.02 + 0.41
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 47.86 - 0.52
0.78 + 0.38
Goodrich
27.38 + 0.26
Goodyear
HopFed Bank"...., 10.36 B 10.47 A
inc

105.06 - 0.61
52.06 + 0.54
12.24 - 0.46
22.41 - 0.20
5.80 - 0.02
18.99 - 0.01
28.23 + 0.61
62.47 + 1.01
62.22 - 0.86
19.04 + 0.11
50.00 - 0.24
40.85 + 0.25
15.05 + 0.27
52.00 + 0.56
47.72 - 0.04
21.42 + 0.23
15.11 - 0.23
60.89 + 0.13
8.15 + 0.10
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1-866-CINGULAR • www.cingular.com
iCingular Wireless

Stores

MADISON VILLE

PADUCAH

MURRAY

Parkway Plaza Mall
401 Madison Sq Ave

[Express Locations

V/IAL*.MART
G BENTON
G MADISON VILLE

Lcorporate Sales

270 444-0602

NOW OPEN
PADUCAH
5134 Ellnklevdle Rd

30 N Main St

® PADUCAH

G MAYFIELD
@ MORGAN FIELD
® MURRAY

@PRINCETON

5130 Knkleville Rd
.

3220 Irvin Cobb Dr

Service offer available to new and existing customers

combined w•th any other special offers Calls subject to taxes universal service
Limited time offer Credit approval and new actvation on eligible Cingular calling plans required Offer cannot be
Airtime in excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per
• charge (S 66/rnonthY gross receipts surcharge and other charges which are subject to change Parkage minutes apply to all calls purposes Unused minutes do not carry forward to the next billing
call for billing
each
of
end
the
at
minute
minute rate of S 15 to 545 Airtime and other measured usage are rounded up to the next full
on Friday to? 00 am on Monday 3500 night and weekend minutes available
period and are forfeited Night hours are from 900 pm to? 00 or, Monday to Friday and weekend hours are from 9 00 pm
within U S Airtime charges apply international calling will incur separate long distance
on Cingular Nation plans 12999 and higher Included long distance applies to calls originating and termnating
24's imposed any month in which a call's terminated through
charges Although service is available at authorized agents equipment availability and prices may vary Minth y connection charge of SI
features may be canceled after initial term of the service contract No
the landline network Early termination fee of $240 prorated over the length of the service agreement applies Promotional
number of entries received Retail value of trip is approximately $4500
purchase necessary to enter Void where prohibited Must be a US citizen. 18 years or older The odds of winn•ng depend on the coverage Other conditions and restrictions a)ply See contract and
The deadline for entries is 3/24/02 Official rules are available at the website Cingular does not guarantee uninterrupted service
registered trademarks of the Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates
store for details 02002 Nokia Mobile FtlenVS, Inc Nokia, Corevechng People end the 3300 series phone are either trademarks or
LLC
Cingular Wireless. "What do you have to say''• and the graphic icon are Service Marks of Cingular Wireless LLC 02002 Cingular Wireless
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Spanish film will
be shown at MSU

Local weather observer tells
conditions of February

Engagement

John Ed Scott, local government weather observer, reports that only 2.47 inches of rain fell in
Murray during the month of February.
Rain amounts were .92 inch on Feb. 1,.11 Feb. 6,
.08 Feb. 7,.64 on Feb. 20,.03 on Feb. 25,.63 on Feb.
26 and .06 on Feb. 27. On Feb.6,7 and 27 the gauge
showed the rainfall was rain and snow that melted as
it fell. Fog was reported on Feb.8.
The high temperature for the month was 69
degrees on Feb. 1 and the low for the month was 16
on Feb. 27. The average temperatures for the month
were 52 high and 32 low.

MSU students, faculty, staff and
Murray State University 's spring
edition of Cinema Intarnational will community members are invited to
present Sofas on Thursday. Friday attend the showing at no charge.
and Saturday. March 7,8 and 9. The
The Cinema International Series
film will be shown. nightly at 7:30. is sponsored by the Institute for
p.m. in the MSU Curris Center the- International Studies, the Carris
ater.
Center, the college of humanities
The 1999 film from Spain is a and fine arts, the departments of
powerful story about alienation, English and philosophy, history,
redeniption and the resilience of the modern languages and psychology,
human spirit. .
the Foreign Language Club, Alpha
Solas stars Ana Fernandez. Maria Mu Gamma, Phi Alpha Theta,
Galiana and Paco de Osca. Directed Student Government Association.
by Benito Zmbrano, the 97-minute the officeof student affairs, Cultural
film is not rated. The film is in Services of the French Embassy and
Spanish with English subtitles.
the Cultural Ministry of France.

MS Community Walk planned
For the first time a walk for Multiple Sclerosis is
planned for Murray and Calloway County. It will be
Saturday, April 6, at the track at Calloway County High School.
Registration will begin at 9 a.m, and the walk at 10 a.m. If you would like
to help organize the walk or need more information call Beth Hooks
Boggess, 436-5695, Linnie Hooks, 753-4487, or Kim Phillips, 492-8511.

MHS's Darnell selected
Rotary student of month
Laura Darnell. a senior at Murray
High School. was recently selected
at Murray Rotary Club Student of
the Month.
At MHS, Darnell is a member of
National Honor Society. Quill and
Scroll, Speech Team, Tr -Alpha.
Pep Club and Academic Team.
She is co-editor of the Black and
Gold and secretary of the Speech
Team and French Club. She has
placed first at the State Foreign
Language Festival and third place at
the State Drama Festival
Darnell has participated in the
Big Buddy/Little Buddy program,

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

Active Older Adult Class planned
_

taught
Adobe
PhotoShop
to middle
school students, and
participated
in mission
trips
to
Puerto
Rico,
England
and
New

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Blalock and Scott

After
graduation
she plans to
Darnell
attend
Oglethorpe University, Atlanta, Ga.,
and major in biology pursuing a
career in medicine...
Darnell is the daughter of Linda
Darnell and James Darnell of
Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Burgess of Dexter announce the engagement and
upcoming marriage of their daughter, Susan Blalock, to Shannon Scott, son
of the late Maxine Scott of Flint, Mich„ and the late Clayton Wade Scott of
Dexter.
Miss Blalock is a 1999.graduate of Calloway County High School and
is employed at Mattel, Murray.
Mr. Scott is a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High School and is also
employed at Mattel, Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, March 9, 2002, at 4 p.m. at Temple Hill
United Methodist Church. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis will conduct the ceremony.
A reception will follow at The Big Apple Cafe, Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations have been sent. All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Rogers recently elected
Lodge No. 105 master
Easy wearing comfOrtable fabrics,are
everywhere this season. With beautiful
c- olors and timeless style it easy to p,
all of this season's hottest looks togeth.•
Do you have trouble putting differ'
patterns and styles together.' For a
an easy solution buy pieces that are
together,or out of the same group of sc:.
tate.
'
A few guidelines to mix and match
fits can give nou an evpen look,
.
1,eah FeWon, fashion expert, says
patterns and prints, they give your OW
added flair.- -Stick to one color fan.,!
and make sure only Inc print dominat„
For instance, pair hold stripes with t polka dots." .
Match your accessories with the "mood"'
of your look. Lighter spnng fabrics look
best with a straw Or canvas bag and strappy sandals or slip ons, rather than chunkr.
black or white heels and a heavy leather
hag
Mixing •silver and gold makes a bold
statement, It's great in small doses sat..
Fekion. "Try silver bangles and a gill
watch and choose gold or silver earringMelt the t(me 44.'0W- 0111M k choose goi,t
OF sifter around
itir lace.
It you like your nails done, match you:
lipstick ant1 toe. nails in the same ccc
This gives a perfectly coordinated look
Vie are revertirig new merchandise daily.
DK Kelley has all the latest looks and
accessories to help you pull it all together.
Final days of our winter clearance 1,
going on -- Sit) - 515 - 520 - $25 racks
values up to 80% off,
We have to make room for spring good,
Accessories for home and gifts are arry,
ing. Also if you haven't seen our new
flower arrangements you are missing out.
Monica can change the colors of the
flowers and customize them to your liking.
These beautiful flower arrangements
spring!
Easter is early this year and we have tv.
rific suits and dresses for all age.
Beautiful colors and styles_
If you • haven't been in and tried oui
famous "French Dressing jean.jackets and
capn's you are missing out. Try a pair on
— you'll want them in every color. They
give you shape and comfort and are made
to fit a vioman's
Congratulations to Norma Driver who
won the jewelry at our luncheon last
Friday. if you still haven't joined us for
lunch please bnng a friend and do so,
we're always here with a good lunch ani
smile ready to be of assistance.
Quote of the week — “RecogniTe what is
in your sight. and that which is hidden
from you will become plain to you." The
Nag Hammadi Library
Stay tuned to next week's Flirt & Fashi
report
Come to see our No Hose Shapewear
apri length - smooth out under yo,!
apri's or king skins

305 South 12th
Murray, KY •753-7441

Max Rogers was elected as master of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free,
and Accepted Masons for 2002 at a
meeting at the Masonic Temple.
Other officers named were as
follows:
James Mitchell, senior warden;
Joe Lasater, junior warden; Henry
Sledd. secretary; Randall Scott,
treasurer; Bob Sanders. senior dea-

!I
Don'+ Miss Thls SALE!

"Shoes -Tights -Socks
'Belts "Baby Furniture
'Pageant Dresses
I RACK OF
CLOTHES

60'3h OFF!
I RACK OF CLOTHES 75% OFF
50%-75% OFF GIFT ITEMS:
'Baby Books 'Albums
'Shifted Animals•Selected Blankets
(Excludes Silver & Jewelry Items)

**NEW SPRING ATTIRE
20% OFF**
No Exchanges & No Refunds On Sales Items
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 10:00-5:00
NEW SHIPMENT JUST MUTED 'OINK BABY!'

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet
Thursday, March 7, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in room 103 of the school.

Shrine events Thursday

Ge
he

Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of the Nile will meet Thursday, March
7, at the club facility on State Highway 121 North. All members, husband
and wives are encouraged to attend. A meal will be served.

Dream Factory to meet
The Dream Factory of Murray will meet Thursday, March 7, at 6 p.m. at
the AmeriHost Inn of Murray. This is a volunteer based non-profit organization that grants the dreams of seriously ill children. The public is invited.
For information call Debbie at 436-6295 or Melanie at 474-8730.

Calloway County.4-H Council will meet Thursday, March 7, at 3:30 p.m.
in the meeting room of Calloway County Extension Service, 310 South 4th
St., Murray. Joe Geurin, president, urges all members and interested persons
to attend.

Youth revival planned
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Youth Revival will be March 7 to 9- with
services at 6:30 p.m. each night. This is for youth in Grades 7 to 12.

Hazel meeting Thursday
The Hazel Branch of die Murray Lions Club will meet Thursday night,
March 7. at the Hazel Fire Station. Persons living or working in or around
Hazel are invited to attend and consider becoming members of the new club
branch.

Prayer Coffee Friday
photo provided

ROTARY SPEAKER...Mike
Thieke, head coach of
Murray
State
Thoroughbreds Baseball
Team, discussed the team,
the season's schedule and
background of the players
at a meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club. Thieke said
they are presently involved
in getting funds to install
field lights to help spectator involvement and enjoyment and also more use of
the field.

March 6th through 16th

50% Off

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Thursday, March 7, at 10:30 a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
Refreshments and door prizes will be featured. Pregnant moms (and dads)
are welcome. For information call Kim Jastremski, 759-4746.

Mr. an
celebrate
They
Mrs.
Mr. Hem
Church o

4-H Council on Thursday

con; Clifford Wallace, junior deacon; Pete Farley, marshall; R.J. Hill,
junior steward; Max Weatherford,
senior steward; Hazel Lee; Tyler;
Cecil Dodd, chaplain.
The lodge meets each first and
third Mondays of the month at the
Masonic Temple, located on
Highway 121 North at Robertson
-Road North, Murray.

.murrayiedger.com
your Internet source

An Active Older Adult Class(AOA)will start Monday, March 11, from
=Dn at the_ YMCA of Murray And Callow-ay County at 808
Chestnut St., Murray. This is a senior aerobics clisi-deiiiiied -si:pielf1611Y
for older adults. Classes will be each Monday, Wednesday and Friday. A
Senior Weight Training Program is from 9 to 10 a.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. The class is free to YMCA members, but for non-members a
program pass is 10 visits for $35. For information contact the YMCA at
759-YMCA.

TeleFund 2002 •
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Accidents Happen.
Are
You
Prepared?
We Sell
• Health (Indio. & Group)
• Life • Disability
• Long-term Care

Christian Women of Murray will have a prayer coffee on Friday. March
8, at 10 a.m. in the conference room of First United Methodist Church.
Interested persons are asked to note the change from Thursday to Friday.

Spring lntersession planned
Murray Elementary School and Murray Middle School Kids' Company
Fall Intersession registration will continue through March 8, in the school
cafeterias. Times will be 2:30 to 6 p.m. for Murray Elementary and 3 to 6
p.m. for Murray Middle. For information contact Alisa Dillard at 759-0842
at MMS and Peggy Chrisman at 753-5022.

Garden Department to meet
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, March 7, at 1 p.m. at the'club house; but the group will not visit
Rolling Hills Nursery as scheduled. The department's annual card party will
be Friday, Mara 22, at 1 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house. This is
open to all interested persons and fortickets call Billie Hall at 753-7886.

Overbey to be in television program
Kellie Overbey of New York City, formerly of Murray, will play the role
of Connie in the new ABC television series, -The Job," to be seen at 8:30
p.m. on Wednesdays, March 6 and 13. Overbey, daughter of Ed and Jackie
Overbey of Frankfort and Murray, has been featured in several television
roles. She has resided in Los Angeles, Calif., and New York City after graduating from Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. She is a graduate of
Murray High School.

BasebalVSoftball sign-ups planned
The Youth Sports Association will hold sign-ups for baseball and softball
during this week at the office of Murray-Calloway County Park. The ages
are from 5 to 18 in baseball and from 5 to 20 in softball. The cost will be
$40 for the first child, $35 for the second child and $30 for each additional
child.

Fish fry at St. Leo Friday
The Friday fish fries for the Lenten season at St. Leo Catholic Church
will be Fridays, March 8, 15, and 22, from 5 to 7 p.m. in the Parish Center
Building. Catfish, hush puppies, tater tots, cole slaw, white beans, dessert
and beverage will be $7 for adults, $6 for seniors over 65, and $5 for children, aged 10 and under. For information call 753-3876.

Representing Several Companies
!Or each product.

THE IRON PLACE

Take the right steps to make
sure that you and your family
are protected.
Call one of our agents tAay:

OPEN THIS WEEKEND

753-4751
The Murray
Insurance Agency
Bel-Air Center
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Monday 9-5

Come See Our
Specials This
Month
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Anniversary

Writer's Potpourri
By Charlie York

Writer's Potpourri will be
Saturday, March 8, at 9:30 a.m. in
the annex of Calloway County
Public Library.
Charlie York, director, invites
all interested persons to attend.
Three more poems written by
participants in February have been
released as follows:
'rv-

•
•
•
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The Herndons in 1952

The Herndons in 2002

Mr. and Mrs. Anton Herndon of 3504 New Providence Rd., Murray, will
celebrate 50 years of marriage on March 8.
They were married March 8, 1952, in Corinth, Miss.
Mrs. Herndon, the former Jackie Collins, is a Calloway county native.
Mr. Herndon was originally from Stewart County,Tenn. They attend Hazel
Church of Christ.

They have two sons, Danny Herndon and wife, Gail, and Gary Herndon
and wife, Cindy, all of Murray.

Genealogy Society
hears Cooper speak

arch
sband

.m. at
rganivited.

0 p.m.
th 4th
-rsons

Cooper

Their four grandchildren are Jay Herndon, Jana Ward and husband,
Eddie, Josh Herndon and Adam Herndon.
A private family reception is planned.

Hazel Lions

Roger Cooper was the speaker at the February
meeting of the Calloway County Genealogy
Society held at Boulders Cafe.
Cooper reported on his research on the Cooper
family. He discussed the use of computer Internet
as a useful tool for research.
The next meeting of the society will be
Tuesday. March 12, at 3:30 p.m. a Boulders Cafe.
The topic will be developing an historical record
of the Lynn Grove community.
All persons interested in researching or conservation of historical family records are invited.
For more information call Ruth Cole at 7532718.'

photo provided

HAZEL BRANCH...An organizational meeting was held Feb.
28 at the Hazel Community Center to determine interest in the
formation of a new branch of the Murray Lions Club. Pictured
(I-r) are Hazel Mayor Dan Farris, Murray Lions Club President
Darrel McFerron, the Rev. Tim Cole of Hazel Baptist Church,
and Murray Lions Club Vice President Bill Furst. Cole agreed
to serve as temporary leader of the Hazel Branch until an
election of officers for the new organization can take place.
The next meeting of the Hazel branch will be Thursday, March
7, at the Hazel fire station. Persons living or working in or
around Hazel are invited to attend and consider becoming
members of the new club branch.

March
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3 to 6
9-0842
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7886.

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter, located on Shelter Lane, has listed this Lab/Collie
mix, female, 10 weeks old (left) and this Australian Shepherd mix, female, three months old, among the many
animals available for adoption. Shelter officials urge persons to call the shelter if they have lost or found an
animal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Saturday and
closed on Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

the role
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Dear Murray-Calloway residents:
I am running unopposed in my party for
SHERIFF, and will not be on the ballot
in the May Primary. PLEASE look for
me in the GENERAL ELECTION
and VOTE for a CHANGING '
TOMORROW.
Thank you, DON SENF.
REMEMBER IN NOVEMBER

,oftball
he ages
will be
ditional

Paid for by Don Serif Campaign Committee
Church
h Center
. dessert
for chil-

11 Age Divisions8 Side Awards in
each division Every contetant
will win a trophy
and a gift!!!
All this for

TOTS Er TOYS

3 Supreme Kings,
3 Kings,3 Princes,
8 Supreme Queens,
8 Queens,
8 Princesses,
That's 33 Winners!

EASTER
BEAUTY PAGEANT
Sunday, March 24 Calloway Inn, Murray, KY
WIN, WIN, WIN!!! TOYS,CROWNS,TROPHIES!!!
Call 731-799-4200 for more info &
to see how you can enter free!

Ole

He is Not Here
By Charlie E. York
He is not here
We hear echoed again.
He came forth victoriously
Conquering death and sin,
See His grave clothes
If in doubt you fear.
Hear the angel speaking
"He's arisen He is not here."
Why seek you the living
Among the tombs of the
dead?
He has conquered death
Remember what he said?
Rejoice! There's no reason
To despair.
Even the Roman seal
Could not hold him there;
Oh yes He has arisen
Erasing our fear and gloom.

•••

The First Easter
By Wilma J. Sanders
The women went early to the
tomb
Creeping silently through the
gloom
Wondering, who could roll
the stone away?
So they could enter where he
lay
Lo, the stone was already
gone!
Light filled the tomb in the
early dawn
'An angel in white sat there
instead
On the rock that had been,
his bed
"Who has taken our Lord so
dear?"
"Why, He is risen, he is not
here!
Go tell the news of this glad
day
There's only grave clothes
where he lay."
Then
Jesus
himself
appeared to them
They could hardly believe it
was him
They fell and worshipped at
his feet
"Hurry and tell my disciples
sweet
Make haste to leave for
Galilee
I'll meet them there, they
shall see"
There he charged them what
to do
"Tell all the world what I told
you
That all authority to me is
given
That I am "God" the "Son" of
Heaven
Make disciples over all the
earth
Tell them of the "Spiritual
Birth"
Baptize them and teach them
true
All the things that I taught
you."

Stay curio

9 with

night,
round
w club

At My Church on
Most Sundays
By Linda M. Siebold
Lighted candles on the altar
Remind that Jesus is The
Light of the World.
Off to one side is the
Christian flag
On its own staff unfurled.
Centered on the altar is the
Bible
--Also called God's Holy
Word--Passed down to us through
the ages
Our religious beliefs to gird.
Above, and behind it, is the
Cross
To remind us of how Christ
died:
Jesus gave up His life for us.
Jesus, our Savior, was crucified.
Our altar's cross is an empty
_
Jesus is not hanging there
He is with His Father in
Heaven
So our altar's cross is bare.

Look where He lay!!
Behold the empty tomb.
See the risen Savior
While He is lingering near.
for low the tomb is empty
Behold!! He is not here!!
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ADVERTISEMENT

Wrinkle Cream Success
Millions of Seniors and "Baby Boomei
are praising the exciting discovery by famous
Pharmacist Robert Heldfond...his EB5 Facial
Cream...for the dreaded signs of wrinkles.
crow's feet, crepey throat, "feather" lips, dry,
sensitive skin.
EB5 is 5 creams in one jar...Wrinkle
Cream.. Throat Cream...Firming Cream...
24-hr Moisturizer and Make-up Base.. all
in one. One jar lasts for months and is sold
on a money-back guarantee and is
available at JCPenney. Phone toll free.
1-800-929-8325 to learn more about all EB5
formulas for younger looking skin! Or visit
online at www.ebp.com.

KindergartenjPi
REGISTRATION

Tuesday, March 7, 6-7:30 p.m.
Robert Heldfond

BOW-W 111

Turn your scruffy puppy into a
well-groomed pooch with a visit
to our salon.
BATHING
CUPPING
GROOMING
NAIL TRIMMING

60-15
%, 1
,
r

EAR CLEANING
DETICKING
FLEA BATHS
MEDICATED BATHS

Professional Groomer
Paula Campbell
By Appointment Only

Children must befive years old
on or before October 1, 2002.
Please pick up registration packets from MES during school
hours before March 7.
Bring the completed packet to registration along with a copy of
the child's birth certificate, social security number, immunization record (on a Kentucky immunization certificate) ...and your
child.

Scavenger Hunt for New Students
We'll send children (parents too!) on a scavenger hunt through
the P1 classrooms so that they can meet the teachers and explore
their new school. We want them to look forward to coming to
school in August!

Murray Preschool/Head Start students
should bring the completed packet to registration but do not
need to bring any items with them.

(270) 753-6749

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.westmidevet.com

•••idev-- ,

Parents who are not able to pick up the registration
packet mayflit out the information at registration.
Parents who cannot attend registration on March 7
are asked to contact the school office at 753-5022.

il l'radition el Excellence
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AD Ivy
resigns
from UK
position

Two more
advance in
First Region
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Marshall County and Graves
County joined Paducah. Tilghman
.and Calloway County in advancing to the First Region Tournament semifinals with wins Tuesday at the Regional Special Events
Center.
Four players scored in double
figures as the Marshals (22-8)
defeated defending regional champion Carlisle County (12-17) 7054 before Graves (16-13) stopped
To1i CTakT720T 50'-4Y 1_n- the-nightcap.
Jimmie Lee Holder had 15 points
and seven rebounds, Ryan Beck
scored 14 points, Jeff Dunn had
12 points and six assists and Blake
Cary chipped in 12 points for
101r-sha1l, which will face Graves
Friday at 7:45 p.m. for a spot in
Saturday's 7 p.m. championship
game.
Brett Hoskins led all scorers with
18 points and Dirk Draper tossed
in 15 off the bench for the Comets,
who made just 20-of-55 shots and
were outrebounded by the Fourth
District champion Marshals 36-35.
Graves broke open a 35-35 tie
through three quarters by holding
Lone Oak scoreless over the first
four-and-a-half minutes of the
fourth period.
The Eagles received 19 points
from Mykel Tidwell, 13 from
Michael Johnson and 10 from A.J.
Adams, while Jonathon Blackman
paced the Purple Flash with 19

First Region Schedule
Today
Girls Quarterfinals
Marshall County (22-5) vs.
Mayfield (18-11), 6 p.m
Fulton City (15-12) vs
Heath (19-9), 745 pm.
Thursday
Girls' Quarterfinals
Murray (22-7) vs
Graves County (21-5), 6 pm
Lone Oak (17-10) vs..
Carlisle County (15-11), 7:45 pm
_

_ Friday
Boys' Semifinals
Paducah Tilghman (24-5) vs.
Calloway County (21-7), 7:45 p.m.
Marshall County (22-8) vs.
Graves County (16-13), 7:45 p.m.

Saturday
Boys' Championship
Friday's winners, 7 p.m.

points.
The winner of the MarshallGraves semifinal will face either
Tilghman (24-5) or Calloway (217), which square off in Friday's
6 p.m. semifinal.
Girls' first-round action begins
today at the RSEC as Marshall
County (22-5) meets Mayfield (1811) at 6 p.m. and Fulton City (1512) takes on Heath (19-9) at 7:45
p.m.
The girls' quarterfinals will conclude Thursday with Graves County (21-5) and Murray (22-7) taking the floor at 6 p.m and Lone
Oak (17-10) matched up against
Carlisle County(15-11)at 7:45 p.m.

By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky athletics director Larry
Ivy resigned Tuesday amid a
scathing university review of the
athletics department.
Ivy, 58, a longtime employee
who had been athletics director
since mid-2000, said he had decided to retire and his resignation
takes effect immediately.
The move comes with the school
on NCAA probation for violations
by its football program.
Terry Mobley,the-schbors-diree-- - tor of development and a former
basketball player under coach
Adolph Rupp, was appointed interim athletics director by university President Lee Todd.
"Today is a tough day for me,"
Mobley said. "Larry Ivy is a friend
and has given a lot of years of
service."
Todd commissioned a five-member panel to review the athletics
department following the NCAA
investigation into the football team
and the disclosure of questionable
management practices by sports
officials.
Todd said the school would
begin an immediate search for a
new athletics director and that he
would have the final say on who
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
is named to that position. MobHOT POTATO...Marshall County's Tyler Wallace (35) and teammate Blake Cary (31) try to ley is not a candidate for the perget a grasp on the basketball while Carlisle County's Derek Lemons takes the brunt of manent position..
The committee recommended
Wallace's fall. The Marshals defeated Carlisle to advance in the First Region Tournament,
that Ivy — who received a 10
being held this week at the RSEC.
percent raise and contract extension from former President Charles
Wethington while the school was
being investigated by the NCAA
— be removed from his position.
It also recommended that former athletics director C.M. Newton give up a $7500 per year
fee as a special assistant to the
athletics director, promised upon
ATLANTA (AP) — Mark Got- the SEC in rebounding (9.1 per to rebuild, but broke through last his retirement in 2000.
Todd said Newton would fully
tfried and Erwin Dudley led Alaba- game) and ranked 10th in scoring year with a 20-win season.
ma back to the top of the South- (16.0).
Even so, Alabama was passed retire from the school's athletics
eastern Confer"I wasn't one of the guys every- over for a spot in the NCAA tour- program June 30. Newton said
ence.
body was talking about after high nament when the selection com- several weeks ago that he was
On Tuesday,
school," said Dudley, who grew mittee deemed its schedule too -.A9t working full-time for the school
they
were
up in tiny Uniontown, Ala. "But weak. The Crimson Tide settled and was serving more as a conrewarded
by
I didn't let it get to me. I kept for the NIT, then came back with sultant on a part-time basis.
The committee also recomnamed
being
the faith, just kept working hard a vengeance this season.
coach and playand kept getting better."
"We were disappointed last mended that the university reorer of the year
That attitude is apparent every year," Gottfried said. "We thought ganize the school's athletics board
on The Associtime a shot goes up. Dudley we had done enough to get into reduce its size and convert it into
ated Press Alldescribes his best trait as "being the tournament, but we did not a true governing body over the
SEC team.
relentless on the glass," which pro- get in. This year, we were a real athletics department.
Gottfried
In January, Kentucky's athletGeorgia's
duced 14 double-doubles in scor- hungry team because of that."
Jarvis Hayes was named newcomer ing and rebounding this season.
Alabama (24-6, 12-4) cruised ics program was placed on three
of the year and joined Dudley on He led the SEC in rebounding for to its first SEC title since Got- years' probation by the NCAA
the first team, along with Tayshaun the second year in a row.
tfried starred on a team that also and its football team was banned
Prince of Kentucky, Udonis Haslem
"He earned that award," Got- featured Derrick McKey, Jim from a bowl appearance next seaof Florida and Vincent Yarbrough tfried said. "He's the most con- Farmer, Michael Ansley and Terry son because of more than three
dozen recruiting violations. The
of Tennessee.
sistent, hardworking guy in the Coner.
Gottfried's fourth season as country. That's why he's improved
"It certainly seems like we've NCAA cited the school for a lack
Crimson Tide coach resulted in so much."
been climbing the mountain," Got- of institutional control.
"I certainly have not been comthe school's first regular-season
The
whole
program
has tfried said. "When we came in
conference title since 1987. His improved under Gottfried's guid- here, they were kind of in a hole. fortable with the direction and the
best player was Dudley, who was- ance.
The program has not been down isolation of the athletics program,"
n't heavily recruited out of high
When he arrived in 1998, the like that in probably 25 years. I Todd told the university's board
school but showed the benefits of Crimson'Tide was coming off its knew we would have a lot of hard of trustees. "It is my goal to build
hard work.
first losing season in a decade. work ahead. That's what makes this into one university."
Todd said he informed Ivy of
The466-foot-8 junior forward led Gottfried needed a couple of years me feel good about this season."
the review committee's findings
during a meeting on Monday and
that Ivy offered his resignation
Tuesday morning.
Todd would not___say whether
By The Associated Press
and admire his work ethic and his achievements
Ivy would have been fired had
Add Mike Cubbage to the list of Boston Red as a pitching coach. .„ We firmly believe that
he not resigned and. would not
disclose any specific reasons why
Sox employees with interim in front of their titles. this action is in the long-term best interest of this
the committee recommended that
The Red Sox fired manager Joe Kerrigan on franchise."
Ivy be replaced.
Tuesday and replaced him for now with Cubbage,
Duquette promoted Kerrigan late last season
"I learned a long time ago not
who soon may return to the third-base coach's after he fired Jimy Williams on Aug. 16.
to answer.'if' questions and I'm
box as the team intensifies its search for a perThe had news wasn't limited to the Red Sox.
not going to start today," Todd
manent manager.
Cleveland lost young outfielder Alex Escobar
said.
"We ended up in the negoKerrigan follows former general manager Dan to a season-ending knee injury.
tiations
where we wanted to end,
Duquette. who was fired and replaced with interEscobar, the key acquisition for the Indians in
up. That's all I'm going to say
im GM Mike Port a day after John Henry's group the deal that sent All-Star second baseman Roberabout that."
bought the team on Feb. 27.
to Alomar to the New York Mets, will undergo
"I want to make something
'This kind of decision is always difficult to make," reconstructive surgery after tearing a ligament in
extremely clear," Todd said. "It
Port said. "We have the utmost respect for Joe. his left knee.

Western secures Gottfried, Dudley earn
Sun Belt crown Southeastern honors
with 76-70 win
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Chris Marcus and his Western
Kentucky teammates were ready
to celebrate.
"I don't know where we're
going or what we're going to
do, but I'm going-TO enjoy it,"
Marcus said Tuesday night. "I'll
worry about who we play next
later."
Marcus stored 24 points,
including 11 straight in the final
4 1/2 minutes, as No. 18 Western Kentucky stretched its winning streak to 18 games with
a 76-70 victory over Louisiana-Lafayette in the Sun Belt final
to earn an automatic berth in
the NCAA tournament.
Louisiana-Lafayette (20-10),
which was making its appearance in the tournament title game
in three years, could not contain the 7-foot-1 Marcus down
the stretch.
"When he gets the ball deep
in the post and you're behind
him, you have to let him get
a shot," said
LouisianaLafayette's Michael Southall,
who was matched against Marcus. "You are really not going
to block his shot when he is
there. I was able to contain
him in the first half and block
a couple of his shots. They ran
plays specifically for him in
the second half."
Marcus, a senior who missed
two months after breaking his
ankle, also had 11 rebounds
and six blocks in 26 minutes.
"The big thing coming off
the injury was to get back in
shape. which I'm still not all

the way," Marcus said. "I just
came out and fed off my teammates."
Derek Robinson had 17 points
and 11 rebounds, for the Hilltoppers (28-3). Filip Videnov
scored 12, and Patrick Sparks
and Todor Pandov each added
10.
Southall
led
LouisianaLafayette with 16 points, II
rebounds and five blocked shots.
Kenneth Lawrence, who had six
assists, and Laurie Bridges each
scored 14.
Two other teams qualified
for the NCAA field Tuesday
night. Valparaiso won the MidContinent Conference, beating
Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis 8855; and Illinois-Chicago captured the Horizon League by
beating Loyola of Chicago 7675.
In the Ivy League, Pennsylvania beat Princeton 64-48 to
finish in a three-way tie with
the Tigers and Yale for first
place. Princeton plays Yale at
The Palestra on Thursday. The
winner faces Penn on Saturday
for an automatic berth into the
NCAA tournament.
Western Kentucky made just
three field goals in the first
7:57 of the second half and
trailed 45-40 before Sparks hit
back-to-back 3-pointers that
started an 18-6 run. A 3-pointer with 7:56 left by Pandov
gave Western Kentucky a 5853 lead.
The Ragin' Cajuns tied it at
64 on a pair of free throws by
Bridges at the 5:34 mark.

Red Sox fire manager Kerrigan
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12th Street
Murray. KY 42071
I Behind Cracker Barrel)
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Eyecare
Specialists

Telephone
270-753-6272
I-800-272-9477

Can I use your Home till mine's all better?

Ophthahnologi%t
Eye Physician
Cataract and Laser Surgeon
Specializing in diagnosis and treatment of eye disease.
Office Hours By Appointment
Mon.. Thurs. & Fri.

A child needs you
HOLSTON FAMILY SERVICES

You CAN make a difference in the lit,
of a child. Foster Parent training
sessions begin in March. For more
information on becoming a
Foster parent. please call
Holston Family Services
877-998-lirm (5437)
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Please be a Foster Parent

JOHN W. WILLIAMS, M.D.

F

207 S. 7th St. • Murray

753-9132
Serving You br 40 Years
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Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State rifle team
qualified in both smallbore and
air rifle to be one of six teams
to be able to compete for the
2002 NCAA rifle championship
March 15-16 at the Pat Spurgin
Rifle Range at Murray State's Roy
Photo Submitted
Stewart Stadium.
LITTLE LEAGUE CHAMPIONS...The Calloway County LitOther teams to qualify in both
tle League fifth-and sixth-grade boys basketball team fincompetitions include defending
ished its season with an 11-0 record. Team members are
national champion Alaska-Fair(front row, from left) Chevis Hendon, Logan Wallace,
banks, Kentucky, Navy, Tennessee
Dylan Fry, Michael James, (back row) coach Penny WalTech and Xavier (Ohio).
Qualifying to compete in smalllace, Josh Eaker, Bryant Johnson, Keaton Pierce, Josh
are Coast Guard and West
bore
Overbey.
Reynolds and coach "Red"
Virginia, while Army and- Nevada qualified for the air rifle competition.
MSU sophomore Morgan Hicks
was one of six individual shooters to qualify in both guns. Others qualifying in both smallbore
and air rifle were Amber Darland
and Matt Emmons of Alaska-Fairbanks,-Thrine Kane arid- Tfainiali
Kerr of Xavier (Ohio) and Per
Sandberg of Alaska-Fairbanks.
MSU freshman Robert Purdy
Brandenburg, said he was pulling
By RUSS CASSADY
qualified to compete as an indiup to the dorm where his girlGeorgetown News-Graphic
vidual in air rifle. Others qualiGEORGETOWN, Ky. — A friend lives when he saw Mad- fying for air rifle competition were
Georgetown College women's bas- dox screaming while chasing Jared Lostetter of Army, Todd
ketball player chased down a Coyle.
Mansfield of Norwich, Michael
"I just parked the car and ran
Corinth man after finding him in
Miller and Luke Shank of Navy,
her dorm room Tuesday morn- him down," 'Stickle said, adding James Nash of Kentucky and Ryan
he caught up with Maddox and
ing.
Tanoue of Nevada.
Georgetown police later arrest- Coyle and helped her physically
Individuals qualifying for smalled and charged Timothy Wayne restrain him. "I knew the college bore competition include Dan
Coyle, 30, with three counts of had a persistent problem with this." Crews of Tennessee Tech, Vincent
Stickle said he thought about
second-degree burglary. Coyle
Jansen and Ivana Pokrajcic of Coast
after the man and the
running
midnight,
after
Hall
entered Allen
Guard, Jason Nutter of Norwich.
damaging mini blinds to create a possibility that he could be armed Steve Powell of West Virginia and
"peep hole" to two rooms, the only after acting.
Aaron Shader and Bradley WheelCoyle could possibly be facarrest citation in the case states.
don of Kentucky.
Jeanne Maddox, a Lady Tiger ing more charges as police conforward, walked in on Coyle while tinue to investigate similar cases
he was in a third room, George- at the college. Starns said.
"He may or may not be
town Police Capt. Scott Stuns said.
"She asked him what he was involved," Starns said. "And there
doing there," said Georgetown Col- may be additional charges stemlege spokesman Jim Durham."And ming from this incident."
Coyle was still being held in
he gave her some kind of cockathe Scott County Detention Cenmamie story."
Coyle told Maddox he would ter late yesterday afternoon.
Maddox was a basketball and
take her to the third floor of the
dormitory to meet the girl he track and field standout at Murwas looking for when he bolted ray High School.
The Murray Ledger & Times
out of the room, Durham said.
Tyler Stickle, a student from contributed to the story.

Former MHS star
Maddox apprehends
dorm room burglar
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is not my intention to do anything to harm the competitiveness
of this athletics program. It is
firmly my intention to do everything within my power to make
sure we do not appear before the
NCAA infractions committee one
more time."
Among the sweeping changes
in the athletics department recommended by the panel were:
—That the university appoint a
ticket committee that will develop sound practices concerning the
distribution of football and basketball tickets and monitor the use
of those tickets in accordance with
policies and procedures.
—That the practice of trading
tickets for cars by members of
the athletics department be terminated.
—That the allotment of basketball tickets under control of the
athletics director be reduced to eight
from a number that presently
exceeds 165 and in the recent past
had exceeded 220.
—That the department create and
adopt standards of professional and
ethical conduct for the athletics
director and other employees of
the department, including policies
concerning receipt of personal gifts
i --------ñd'ôictsofTn1éYett"
Todd also announced that Mark
Matthews, the school's senior associate controller, would fill a new
position as the athletics department's interim business manager.
As Todd wrapped up his presentation of the committee's recommendations, he received a robust
round of applause from the trustees.
Several gave him a standing ovation.
Ivy, a 33-year-employee of the
school, had overseen Kentucky's
athletics budget for 23 years, during which time it has grown from
$3 million to $32 million. A graduate of the University of Alabama, he came to Kentucky in 1969
at age 26 as director of housing.

Ivy's Statement
By The Associated Press
Statement from Larry Ivy.
who resigned Tuesday as University of Kentucky athletics
director:
It is with heavy heart and
mixed emotions that I announce
my retirement from the University of Kentucky and my position as Athletics Director. My
resignation as Athletics Director
is effective immediately.
I have decided to retire for
a number of reasons, but most
importantly it is just time for
me to take a different direction
with my life and career. I have
devoted more than thirty years,
most of my working life, to UK
and the athletics department. It
has truly been a labor of love
and I cherish the friendships and
the memories.
However, all things must end.
While most of my career has
been focused on the university,
there are other things and business ventures I would like to
pursue. I believe now is the best
time to follow those interests.
And frankly, while this athletics department has experienced
tremendous -success and played
an important role in the university during my time here,

given all the circumstances that
exist today, I believe it is in
the best interest of the department, the university and certainly my family, for me to retire
and move to the next phase of
my career. Dorene and I are
looking forward to spending more
time together and pursuing other
business ventures together.
Dorene and I want to express
our sincere gratitude to everyone who has supported us over
the years and especially during
the more recent trying. times.
We both have a deep love for
Kentucky and its university. We
are glad to have been a part of
it and will continue to 'bleed
blue.'
We wish Dr. Todd the best
as he leads our university into
the future. We wish only the
• best for Kentucky athletics. We
thank everyone in the UK athletics department for the splendid job they do and we will
miss working with all of them.
Thanks also to the hundreds
of UK fans, supporters and
friends that have been a part of
our lives and helped me to do
the very best job that i .coujcl.
You are what made this job and
this program special.
4 5

"I have decided to retire for a
number of reasons, but most impor- tantly it is just time for me to
take a different direction with my
life and career," Ivy said in his
statement. "All things must end.
"While most of my career 'has
been focused on the university, there
are other things and business ventures I would like to pursue. I
believe now is the best time to
follow those interests."
Internal school documents had
revealed that despite athletics
department assurances to the NCAA
that officials did not know about

booster payments to football secretaries — an NCAA violation —
Ivy had initialed reports that spelled
out the salary supplements.
Kathy DeBoer...Kentucky's senior associate director of athletics
and a longtime friend and colleague of Ivy's, said the department would move forward.
"It's a difficult time for the
athletics association and for the
university," she said. "We're going
to do everything we can to support this president, and we feel
very strongly that we can be an
asset to his mission.

Improve your home with
complete entertainment and
high speed internet...

SCOREBOAR,D
Sponsored B.).

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL SCORES
EAST
Penn 64, Princeton 48
TOURNAMENTS
Horizon League
Championship
Illinois-Chicago 76. Loyola of Chicago 75.
OT
Mid-Continent Conference
Championship
Valparaiso 88. Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis 55
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
First Round
Bethune-Cookman 82, Maryland-Eastern
Shore 70
Southwestern Athletic Conference

First Round
Alabama AMA 114, Prairie View 82
Alabama State 60. Jackson State 56
Alcorn State 108. Grambling State 84
Texas Southern 68. Mississippi Valley State
61
Sun Belt Conference
Championship
Western Kentucky 76, Louisiana-Lafayette
70
Western Athletic Conference
First Round
Boise State 73. UTEP 72: OT
San Jose State 58. Rice 57

SportsBriefs
The Murray State men's basketball team will host an NCAA Tournament
pairings party Sunday at 4:15 p.m at the Regional Special Events Center as
the Racers learn who their first-round opponent is during-Ms selection Sunday show at 5 p.m
Doors will open to the public at 3:30 p.m. for the free event, which will
include opportunities to meet the players and coaches, performances from the
MSU cheerleaders. pep band and the Racer Girls and a highlight film from
last weekend's Ohio Valley ConferenceTournament before the selection show
is aired on three giant television screens.
Athletic director E.W. Dennison said that the MSU ticket office is already
receiving preliminary ticket requests for the Racers' first-round game and that
ticket requests will be taken immediately following the pairings party until noon
on Monday
For more information regarding NCAA Tournament tickets, call the MSU tick
et office at 762-4895.
Tickets for the Murray Lady Tigers' First Region Tournament quarterfinal
game versus Graves County Thursday at 6 p.m. at the Regional Special Events
Center will be on sale Thursday from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at Murray High
School.
Tickets are $6 for chair seats, $5 for general admission and $3 for students in advance. All student general admission tickets at the RSEC will be
sold for $5.

The only tool you'll need for
your home improvements!
The Charter Complete package has you
covered with great new channels, plus
lightning fast Internet connection with
Charter Pipeline -at special savings now! If
you haven't experienced the crisp, clear pictures and
sound that Charter digital technology delivers, you owe
it to yourself to try the Charter Complete package.
Plus, you can try our instantaneous conneCtion, no phone
line required Internet connection-Charter Pipeline. A
great deal just got better. Welcome to the Wired World°.
www.chartencorn

#1 On Ballot... #1 In Qualification
Paid For By Arm. McCarti

Offer ends 3/73 02 All packages include a home terminal. interactive on -screen guide, parental control.
CD quality music channels and access to In Demand movies A service commitment may be required. Other
restrictions may apply Not all services available In all areas Taxes & fees not Included Wallfish & custom
installation not included Valid in only Charter wired serviceable areas Internet speeds may vary. Addltionai
monthly fee for non video customers Discounted monthly rental is not applicable to non-videticustomers
Charter Communications 2002 Charter Communications and Charter Digital Cable are among the registered
trademarks of Charter Communications Other trademarks belong to their respective owners

Free Installation
When you order the

Charter Complete
package with

Charter Pipeline
High-speed Internet access or
other select Charter Packages!

1-800-222-5363
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UT board selects Shumaker as 21st president
NASHVILLE, Tenn. t AP
ing June 30,
University of Louisville President
and $1.2 bilJohn W. Shumaker was unanilion • will be
mously elected Tuesday as presinext
needed
dent of the five-campus University
year to cover
of Tennessee system.
year's
next
The UT Board of Trustees.
deficit
and
meeting at the Capitol,- approved
fund
the recommendation of its 10Sundquist's
member search committee followproposed $9.6
Shumaker
ing a seven-month search.
billion budget.
"This is an exciting time for the
Last year, $12 million was cut
University of Tennessee," said from higher education, and the
Republican. Gov. Don Sundquist, state's public colleges and univerchairman of the UT board and the sities had to raise tuition IS -persearch committee. "Dr. Shumaker cent to make up the difference.
has an outstanding track record More cuts are expected this year if
when it comes to keen vision and a budget is passed without a new
strong leadership. I look forward to revenue source.
working with him and making our
Shumaker said there is a
university the best it can be."
"tremendous reservoir of good will
Shumaker, 59, has been presi- and loyalty" to the UT system. a
dent of the University of Louisville powerful tool when asking for
since 1995. During his tenure, the more money.
university's endowment rose from
-We've got to give the students
$183 million to $503 million.
and citizens of Tennessee the best
Shumaker said he is prepared to university they can afford." he
push for more state dollars for the said.
UT system, despite a state budget
He later said: "The state governshortfall that threatens further cuts ment is the biggest donor and we
to higher education.
have to treat them that way."
The state estimates a $350 milFollowing the board meeting,
lion deficit for the fiscal year end- Sundquist and Shumaker planned

itto
sdi\
‘-tr'
oti

to spend the next two days visiting
UT campuses in Martin, Memphis,
Chattanooga, Knoxville
and
Tullahoma.
In Memphis Tuesday night,
Shumaker met with roughly 200
UT-Health Sciences Center students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Shumaker said the Memphis
campus' growth will mean building partnerships with private corporations,
creating
various
research and clinical consortia that
can yield high-profile grants and
more.
"You've got the elements here,
we just need to get them aligned,"
he said.
Shumaker - replaces former
President J. Wade Gilley, who
resigned for personal and health
reasons last June after less than
two years on the job and amid a
scandal involving one of his
female employees.
Johnnie Amonette, vice chairwoman Of the board of trustees and__
a search committee member, said
the university needs Shumaker's
leadership.
"He is a great communicator
with a good message," she said.
The board directed Amonette to

complete work on Shumaker's
compensation package and report
back to the search committee.
Shumaker was paid $263,300 at
Louisville. UT's acting president
Emerson "Eli" Fly is paid
$258,750, the same as Gilley was
paid.
The university wanted a new
president in place by July 15:
Shumaker said he could start as
early as May.
He told Kentucky Gov. Paul
Patton and the University of
Louisville trustees last week that
he planned to accept the UT job.
Shumaker has a Ph.D. in classical studies from the University of
Pennsylvania and studied at
Oxford University. At Louisville,
he led a university with just over
20,000 students, about half the size
of the UT system.
The UT system serves 42,000
students at five campuses, with the
main campus in Knoxville.
Tennessee has two higher education systems. The other is the
Tennessee Board of Regents system, which serves 182,000 students at six universities, 14 community colleges and 26 technology
centers.
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Crematory scandal
shocks accused's uncle

New Hours:
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Chicken or Beef
Bryan Spiral Sliced
Honey Cured Half

Ham
$ 1 39

$239
Lo

$499
16 oz,

Lb.

'11

1
.

Country Fresh

Tuna

Bath Tissue
$ 1 99

39

'219

4 Roll

Kellogg's Raisin Bran 15 oz.:
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, (
Apple Jacks 11 oz.,
Corn Pops 10.9 oz.
Mello Yello, Cat. Free Coke
3p500
12 pk.2
$89

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Sprite, Cat. Free Coke
2 Liter

Orange Juice
64 oz. 99

Lucks Great Northern, Navy, Pinto, Mixed

9ir

Prarre Farms

$ 1 09

2% Milk

1 /2 gal

Exceptional Value

$ 1 29
4 Lb

I
Pet

1

I

Beans

1502.

Healthy Choice Selected Variety

Soup

15 oz

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite

1/2 Liter 6 Pk

xPirresicreirc
Owen's Bes,
Honey

Red
Beef

Baked Ham Bologna
$399
99

$2

Kv Gold
11

L

Pastrami
$399

Lb

Owens Bes+

c3pQ
Ribs

$399

Cheese

Yellow
Sweet

Corn

Lb
$489
Ask For A Free Sorroel

Field
Boiled

Ham
99

s2

Lb.

Broccoli
99'

10 Lb,
Idaho

Sno White

8 oz

Potatoes Mushrooms
$ 99
$ 1 19
'
;olden Rioe

Extra Large
Bell

Bananas

Peppers

3 100

NOBLE, Ga. (AP) — An 80- tion on one count carries a maximum
year-dld uncle of jailed crematory possible penalty of 15 years in
operator Ray Brent Marsh is shocked prison.
"Involving my name, I am very
that even one body was not handled
with respect at the family-owned disgusted with it. Some people are
business, and he can't believe what saying that just because we are kin
we all ought to know. I didn't know
has happened to his family name.
"I am disgusted with it," James anything about it," said James
Marsh said Tuesday night after Marsh, whose brother, Ray Marsh,
authorities brought 56 new charges started the crematory in 1982.
Ray Brent Marsh is the only peragainst his nephew for neglecting
son charged in the case. He took over
corpses. "There's no excuse."
So far, 4339 bodies have been management of the crematory in
recovered from pits where they were 1996 after leaving the University of
scattered, sheds where they were Tennessee at Chattanooga, where he
stacked and in at least one case from . was a linebacker on the football
a ground-level casket that had been team.
Marsh is accused of taking paypreviously buried.
"Hopefully we have found all of ment to cremate bodies and in some
Walker County cases returning cement powder and
them," said
Emergency Management Agency dirt to families whose funeral homes
Director David Ashburn. "We are used Tri-State.
Ashburn said forensic scientists
scaling back now."
Authorities filed 56 new charges had identified 100 bodies and 93 of
Tuesday against 28-year-old Ray those had been returned to their famBrent Marsh, boosting the total to ilies. He .atd-fc ensisic'iitnt were
174 counts as he remains in custody continuing eff s to identify other
at the Walker County Jail. A convic- remains.

Crash did not kill
woman in flaming car
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)— A car
crash did not kill a driver's license
examiner whose burning car
rammed into a utility pole the day
before her scheduled court appearance on charges she helped five
Middle Eastern men get licenses
illegally.
The state Highway Patrol on
Tuesday released a preliminary
report on the Feb. 10 crash involvint Katherine Smith, 49. Smith was driving west on U.S.
72 near the Mississippi-Tennessee
border and about 20 miles from her
hpme when her car hit the utility
pole.
Patrol Capt. Jimmy Erwin said
an investigation determined Smith
was traveling just over 20 mph,and
"that would be a survivable crash."
"This was not a traffic fatality,"
Erwin said.
Erwin declined to speculate on
the cause of the fire, referring questions to the FBI.
Memphis
FBI
spokesman
George Bolds said the cause of the
fire remains undetermined, though
it appears to be arson.
Unidentified debris found in
Smith's car has been sent to the
FBI lab in Washington, D.C., to see
if it might be from a gasoline container.
"We know she was alive but not
necessarily conscious after the
impact with the pole. She did
breathe in superheated gases from
the fire," Bolds said.

Northern Double Roll

Whole Milk

KRISTY HOPPER, Ledger & Tales photo
SPRING IS IN THE AIR ... Murray State University sophomore
Casey Clark takes a break between classes to enjoy reading
a book in warmer Tuesday afternoon temperatures.

gita's Neat Repeats
Men, Women & Children's
Consignment Clothes & Aecessorie\
Vintage & 70s Styles Rental
Owner - Rita Wyatt

3/$
ii

605 S. 12th St.• Murray
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
(270) 762-0207
F:mail: neatrepeats@apex.net

Investigators are still awaiting a
coroner's report on the cause of
•
death, Bolds said.
Erwin said the fire began inside
Smith's car. She, was burned
beyond recognition and the few
pieces of her clothes recovered
from the car showed traces of gasoline, Erwin said.
Three witnesses who saw the
crash told the Highway Patrol they
saw no-other vehicles or individuals near Smith's car.
Hep-carran off the highway on a
clear stretch of road with no hindrance to visibility. The witnesses
were driving east in two other vehicles when they noticed Smith 'veering off the highway, and then her
car in flames.
"The fire and smoke were too
thick to rescue the driver," said witness Rodney Wood of Corinth,
Miss.
There were no screams or calls
for help from Smith, the witnesses
said.
Smith was arrested by FBI
agents five days before her death
along with five men and a juvenile
male, at least three whom are
believed to be in the -United States
illegally.
Smith was accused of taking
payoffs for helping the men get driver's licenses without proper documentation.
After the arrests, Smith was
released on her own recognizance.
The other suspects are being held
without bond at the Federal
at
Institution
Correctional
Memphis.
The men are charged under federal law with illegally trying to
produce identification documents.
The offense carries a maximum
sentence of five years in prison.
They all were behind bars when
Smith died. Charged are Khaled
Hammad,
Sakhera
Odtllah,
Abou-Shabin,
Said
Mostafa
Abdelmuhsen Mahmid Hammad
and Mohammed Fares.
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FURTHER REDUCTIONS WILL BE TAKEN ON 100'S OF SELECT ITEMS STOREWIDE!
YES! WE'RE OFFERING OUR LARGEST CLEARANCE INVENTORY EVER!

EVERYTHING'S REDUCED!
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TOMORROW!

12 NOON 'TIL 9 PM!
EXTRA Salespeople, EXTRA Credit Personnel, EXTRA Office
Staff & EXTRA Delivery Personnel will be here to assist you!
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LIVING ROOM CLEARANCE!
Reg.

#1-Broyhill Green & Red Plaid Loveseat .1,185
#1-La-Z-Boy Sofa & Love Seat, Sage, 2 Pcs1,278
#1-La-Z-Boy Blue Reclining Loveseat _1,449
5899
#1-Ashley Taupe Loveseat
#2-Hickory Hill 3 Pcs. - Sofa, Loveseat &
'3,090
Chair, Blue Plaid
1,399
Print
Green
Loveseat,
-Rowe
02
Color52,350
Taupe
Loveseat,
&
Sofa
#3-All Leather
...Plus Much, Much More!

'499
'999
'599
'399
'399
'699

SOFAS & SLEEPERS INCLUDED!
Reg.

#1-Klaussner Green & White Plaid Sofa .3)69
'2 130
#2-Hickory Hill Sofa - Gold
9,269"
Green
Sofa
#2-Rowe
1,299
#2-Broyhill Sofa - Cream Color
...Plus Much, Much Morel

SALE!

'349
9,069"
'869
'649"

CHAIR, ROCKER & RECLINER CLEARANCE!
Reg.
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SALE!

SAW

'599
129
#1-Broyhill Multi-Color Tweed Chair
'699
#1-Klaussner Chair & Ottoman - Olive Greens1,459
799
#1-La-Z-Boy Rock & Recline W/Web TV 1,749
'399
#1-La-Z-Boy Rock & Recline - Multi-Color .749
'439
#2-Thomasville Wing Chairs, Plaid (3) _1,440
'727
1,455
Chair
Wing
Plaid
asville
#2-Thom
199"
#2-Rowe Chair & Ottoman, Rust & Gold 1,485
'933"
1,868
Green
#2-Thomasville Chair
#2-Thomasville Chair & Ottoman, Gold Print53,210 _1,635"
742"
1,485
#2-Thomasville Wing Chair - Green
#2-Thomasville Leather Chair & Otto., Browns3,630
'654"
#2-Thomasville Wing Chair, Red & Gold .1,309
#2-Thomasville Chair & Otto. Railhead Brown54,140 _1,069"
'419
#3-Leather Rocker Recliner - Burgundy ...140
. Plus Much. Much More'

DINING ROOM/DINETTE SET CLEARANCE
Reg.

SALE!

#1-Broyhill Cherry Formal Dining Table 8. 6 Chairs'2,899 ....1,399
'499
#1-Broyhill Cherry Table 8. 4 Chairs ....1,050
'2,729
#2-Thomasville Table & 6 Chairs - Oak ..55,454
$939s0
1,879
#2-Thomasville Cupboard - Oak
3,069"
#2-Thomasville Table 8. 6 Chairs - Cherry 56,135
#2-Kincaid Table w/4 Chairs - Oak & MetaP4,608
#2-Broyhill Table w/6 Chairs, China Cabinets4,785
'359
'529
#2-Pulaski Baker's Rack - Metal
1,229
1,800
#2-Broyhill Cupboard
#3-Co. French Dining Table, 4 Chairs & China52,699
'497
#3-Glass Top, Wicker Table 8, 4 Chairs _190
OR
Chairs
6
With
Table
Pedestal
Double
#3-Oak
'999
Oak China Cabinet - Your Choice ....1,500

... Plus Much,
Much More!

!
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RR
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TO
12 NOON UNTIL 9 PM!

MATTRESS SET CLEARANCE!
Reg.

Ultra Pillowtop Matt. & Box, Ful1799"
#2-Simmons Rutlage Pillowtop Mattress &
'2,999"
Box, Queen Size
#2-Simmons Sussex Luxury Matt. & Box Queen53,299
#2-Simmons Legacy Elite P.1. Matt. & Box Queen 1999"
#2-Simmons Legacy Ultimate Pillowtop Mattress
'2,399
& Box, Queen
#2-Legacy Sensations Firm, Matt. & Box, Fults1,499
#2-Simmons Legacy Bordeaux Matt. & Box Twin5699
.Plus Much, Much More'
02-Asleep

SALE!

'349"
'1,200

'960
'600
'249

BEDROOM CLEARANCE!
Reg.

2,619
, . #1-Broyhill 4 Pc. Cherry Bedroom
#2-Thomasville Pecan Bedroom, Queen -1,875
780
#2-Thomasville Night Stand, Oak
#2-Thomasville Armoir, Oak
5,524357
:2
#2-Thomasville Dresser, Mahogany
#2-Thomasville 4 Poster Bed, Cherry, Queen53,720
#3-Natural & Black Dresser, Mirror, Chest
'2,180
Queen Bed
03-Massive Dark Pine Dresser, Triple Mirror,
Chest, Queen Sleigh Bed, Nightstand .53,957
'630
#3-Queen Metal Sleigh Bed
Chest,
#3-Cherry Finish Dresser, Mirror,
1,560
Headboard & Night Stand
Worth, Even
Plus Much, Much More!

PLUS!

SALE!

1,099
$93750
389
1,123"
2,767s°

SPECIAL CREDIT TERMS MAKE IT EVEN EASIER FOR
YOU TO BUY AT THIS YEAR'S WINTER CLEARANCE!

'1,097

• SPECIAL CREDIT OFFER!

'344

Buy s500 Worth, $1,000
$5,000 Worth At Sale Prices With

• NO Interest!
• NO Payments For
A FULL YEAR!

TABLE 8, LAMP CLEARANCE!
Reg.

02,230
#2-Henredon Book End Table
0555
#2-Thomasville Cherry Cocktail
'630
#2-Thomasville Cherry End Tables
999
#3-Cherry Finish End Tables
0139
#1-Lomar Navy Lamp
0238
#1-Lomar Cream Ceramic Pair
Plus Much, Much More'

• laausner
• La-Z-Boy

Sleep
,
Ai! Ashley

SALE!

'1,114"

'266"
'315"
'97
549

599

ODDS & ENDS CLEARANCE!
Reg.

OR USE
MLL CLEARANCE SAV11\GSI
• Simmons
• Kincaid

'799

MANY ITEMS ARE ONE-OF-A-KIND or limited
stock.. All are plainly tagged at special savings!

'885
#1-Pulaski White Wash Curio
#1-Broyhill Console & Mirror, Hickory Color 2,250
EVENJ AT
#1-Henredon Glass & Metal End Table .. 1,759
: I
la
3,889
#1-Thomasville Hemingway Desk
Console Table 3,885
Hemingway
-Thomasville
#1
WALL TO
#1-Thomasville 5 Pc. Cherry Ent. Center '9,255
#1-Thomasville 3 Pc. Oak Ent. Center ..54,935
RIME
HURRY'SAVE'JP TO 70% ON THEIR
#1 -Thomasville Computer Work Station Cherry54,830
BP_Ark/DS!
SFISCTION,iN.CLUDING IMPORTANT NAME
749
Entertainment Unit
#3-Pine
• American
• Thomasville • Lane/Action • Keller
'249
#3-Glass 8. Iron Bar & 2 Stools

• Broyhill
• Henredon

2,497

SALE!

5399
'1,539
'699

1,944"
'1,942"
'4,627'
'2,469"
5344
'144

...Plus Much More!
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
Visit us at www.flemingfurniturs.com
SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinklaville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mil* East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224

305 North Main Street Menton. KY
527-3461 • 1 800 599 6224
451 South 16th Street Paducah. KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224
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Airplane makes emergency
landing after fire in cockpit

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

WE VE HEARD OF BLUE HAWAII ... But Orange Hawaii?
Nevertheless, Marshall County's fans were out in full
force — and full farce — during last night's regional
boys game against Carlisle County. The Marshals won.
70-54. Tonight, its the ladies' turn with Marshall facing Mayfield at 6 p.m. at the RSEC.

TEXARKANA, Ark. (AP) — On her way
from Florida to California, Vicki Bell made an
unexpected stop Tuesday in the area where she
was born and raised.
Bell, one of99 passengers on a United Airlines
757 that made an emergency landing after a cockpit fire Tuesday, looked out the window and recognized the Texarkana Regional Airport.
"This is my home," she said. Bell then invited
the other passengers and the seven-member crew
to her father's house for a cup of coffee.
need a real drink," one woman passenger
said.
Later, Bell's father brought a "Welcome to
Texarkana, Flight 275" cake to the terminal for
passengers on the Orlando, Fla.-to-San Francis°
flight to enjoy.
No one was injured during the emergency
landing although passengers said they did not
know they were going to land at an airport.
Before putting their heads down, those that
peered out the windows of the plane saw only
Interstate 30 and open country.
"The flight attendants kept screaming at us,
'Brace, brace, brace,' and they also kept screaming, 'Keep your head down," said Gary
Malament, a passenger from the San Francisco

area.
At that point, he figured the plane was going to
crash or there would be a rough landing.
Instead, the landing was smooth.
"Once we landed, we felt a rush of relief,"
Malament said.
Officials said the fire began when the plane
was at 35,000 feet and that the pilot used the
intercom to tell passengers to prepare for an
emergency landing.
Passengers said they could smell smoke and
that they knew there was a problem when the
interior lights went off and the in-flight movie
went blank. Flight attendants then reviewed the
emergency procedure card with the passengers.
Kelly Baldwin said she placed her 11-monthold daughter, Briahna, on the floor of the plane on
a blanket and pillow and held her during the landing.
Shortly before 8:15 a.m., the tower at
Texarkana received an emergency call. About
8:30 a.m., the pilot said the fire was under control. The plane landed about 10 minutes later with
six hours of fuel still on board.
-There was no type of commotion, the passengers are just calm," said Cam Jones, the airport's

finance administrator. "The landing
went very smooth"The flight
ly."
attendants kept
Officials were
unsure about the
screaming at us,
cause of the fire
Firace, brace. •
although officials
brace,'
and ...
said it was probably
electrical. Federal
'Keep your head
Aviation
down.'"
Administration
-Gary Malament
officials were on
lnited Airlines 757
the scene. The fire
caused the copassenger
pilot's front windscreen to crack and
peel.
Ground crews
had to use a hydraulic lift to help passengers
depart the plane because the airport does not have
a movable staircase that could extend to the
height of the plane's doors, Jones said.
A Boeing 737 based in Denver was to ferry
mechanics, servicemen and customer service personnel to Texarkana and then ferry passengers on
to San Francisco.

Study: Tomato-rich diet can reduce
male prostate cancer chances
WASHINGTON (AP) — Men
who consume tomato produas two
or more times a week can significandy reduce their chances of contracting prostate cancer, a study
found.
Eating cooked tomatoes was particularly beneficial, according to the
study, which showed that regularly
eating tomato sauce, ketchup and
other tomato-based foods lowered
• the prostate cancer risk by as much
as 36 percent.
Dr. Edward Giovannucci of
Brigham and Women's Hospital and
the Harvard School of Public
Health, the first author of the study,
said it supported earlier research.
involv ing foods such as tomatoes
.that were high in lycopene, a-powerful antioxidant.
"These most recent findings add
support to the notion that a diet rich
in tomatoes and lycopene-oontaining foods, as well as other fruits and
vegetables, may reduce the risk of

prostate cancer," Giovannucci said.
study included such food items as
A report on the study appeared tomatoes, tomato sauce, tomato
today in the Journal ofthe National juice, pizza, watermelon and pink
Cancer Institute.
grapefruit, along with salsa, ketchup
Researchers analyzed the food and other tomato-based condiments.
choices and prostate cancer histories
When the data was adjusted for
of more than 47,000 men and found the effects of other life style factors,
that those who ate at least two meals the researchers found that tomatoes,
a. week containing tomato products especially if they had been cooked,
lowered their risk of prostate cancer were beneficial against prostate canby 24 percent to 36 percent.
cer.
Giovannucci said that lycopene is
thought to protect against cancer by
"Spaghetti sauce was the most
absorbing oxygen free-radicals, popular" and also seemed to give the
which are chemicals created during most protection, said Giovannucci.
metabolism that can damage the He said that cooking raw tomatoes,
genetic structure of cells.
as is done to make spaghetti sauce,
The finding is based on data from may break down cell walls of the
the Health Professional Follow-Up fruit and allow the body to absorb
Study, a project that followed the more lycopene.
health history and dietary habits of
Jo Ann Carson, a clinical nutri47,000 men, aged 40 to 75, from tionist at the University of Texas,
1986 to 1998. During that period, Southwest Medical Center in Dallas,
2,481 of the men developed prostate said the study "is an example that
cancer.
what we eat can affect our risk•of
Dietary questionnaires in the cancer." $

KRISTY HOPPER Ledger & Times photo

FOUNTAIN BLUES ... S-N-S Pools employees Clay Smith (left) and John Smith work
on replacing part of the foundation, located in front of Hardee's at the corner of
12th and Chestnut Street. Work on the fountain, which began Tuesday, should be
complete in about two weeks.

IMAGINE A TIME WHEN MAJOR SURGERY COULD BE PERFORMED WITH TINY INCISIONS
AND SURGEONS WOULD BE ASSISTED BY VOICE-CONTROLLED ROBOTS.
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THAT TIME IS NOW. Surgeries that once

required major incisions and lengthy hospitalizations

II

have been virtually eliminated by surgical procedures

t

now available at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Removing a portion of the colon once required eight
to ten-inch incisions. Now it can be accomplished with
just a.few half-inch incisions.
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And patients experiencing stress-related incontinence
can now receive corrective surgery on an outpatient
basis and expect to recover within a couple of days.
Previously, correcting this problem required painful
surgery and a recovery time of up to six weeks.
Adding a futuristic touch to our capabilities is AESOP,
the world's first controlled robotic surgery assistant. Following
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speech commands, AESOP enables a surgeon to maneuver
and position a laparoscope with pinpoint precision.
At Murray-Calloway County Hospital, we have the
technology and the skills to bring you some of the most
advanced medical procedures in the area. Because we don't
believe in waiting for the future to bring you healthcare
that's ahead of its time.
As far as we're concerned, the future is now.
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March is good time to
make better food choices
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Visionsof
'America'

"If you do what you've always
Our individual body weights are change
done, you'll get what you always as unique as each of us are in every there.
Most of us
got," said Jeff Frame, Ph.D., R.D., other respect. If good food choices They all
Assistant Professor of Nutrition, are made and are healthy, nutrition- add up to
}mow that ow
Dietetics and Food Management in ally, our body weights will follow lower
Fiouki eat lower
the College of Health Sciences and suit and find a level that is good for intake- of
fat foods and
Human Services at Murray State each of us. fat
and
University.
The key is making good food calories
more fruits and
-That old expression pretty much choices. Dr. Frame says that making and losing
vegetables, but
says it all about any changes we better food choices is fundamental a
few
getting started
wish to make in our lives and holds to improving our weight and ulti- pounds.
particularly true for nutrition behav- mately our long-term health.
is the biggest
And that
iors."
"Most of us know that we should leads to
obstacle "
March is National Nutrition eat lower fat foods and more fruits all sorts of
--Dr. Jeff
Month, sponsored by the American and vegetables, but getting started is quality Dietetic Association. This year's the biggest obstacle," he said. "So
Frame
theme is "Start Today for a Healthy the question becomes, how do .we benefits
Plot.
Asst.
of
Tomorrow," and membeis of the make that first step?"
— lower
Nutrition.
Murray
Area
Nutritionists
Identify one or two foods that rates of
Association(MANA)are discussing you like but that you could make a heart disDietetics and
ways to improve nutritional health.
better choice when buying, such as ease,
Food
. MANA members are dietitians hot dog..
hypertenManagement
at
and nutritionists in the Murray and
"You may enjoy a hot,dog now Sion. diaMurray State
Calloway. County area working in and then. Who doesn't? But there betes and
hospitals, health departments, indus- are healthier hot dogs available with cancer,"
try, universities, and extended care less fat."
he said.
facilities.
Refrain from eating any hot dog
"Our body is a lifetime accumuSix years ago, about 30 percent for a month or two, then go to the lation of all that we eat. Making
of the U.S. population was over- store and buy a lower fat version of small changes for the better is with
weight. That percentage has that hot dog, take it home, fix it up in the control of each of us. Better
increased to nearly 60 percent in with all the trimmings and enjoy.
nutritional health is possible for anyadults and is spreading to children,
"You will be surprised how good one who just takes the time to incoras well. So, how do we know what it tastes," Frame said.
porate those small steps towards betwe are supposed to weigh?
"A small change here. A small ter choices."

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger
& Times photos

D.C. BOUND ... Calloway
County Middle School students Allyson Miller and
Jason Jones (at left) help
put the finishing touches
on their class mural entitled, "America." The mural
will go on display to the
public later this month
before being sent to Washington D.C. The mural
(above) depicts images of
September 11.

Soap Box Derby construction
clinic to be held this Saturday
The first Soap Box Derby construction clinic will be
held Saturday, March 9,from 9 a.m.-1 p.m. at the former
Boy Scout Museum building on 16th Street in Murray.
The construction clinic for stock cars will be from 9-11
a.m., with super stock construction clinic running from
II a.m.-1 p.m.
Children who will be racing cars that are already
assembled and those children whose last names begin

with the letters A-K are urged to attend the March 9 session. The second session will be held Saturday, March
16, from 9 a.m.-1 p.m. The construction clinic schedule
will be similar for children racing assembled cars and
those whose last names begin with letters L-Z.
Drivers are asked to bring derby cars and tools to
clinics, and previously assembled cars will need to be
disassembled and reassembled.

It's a Wonder
to get Bush,
Sen. Daschle
together
Actually, it's Ford's
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
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Theatre benefit
WASHINGTON
(AP)
President Bush and Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle found rare
common ground Sunday night in
Stevie Wonder's "Superstition,"
which had them clapping and swaying along with a roomful of politicians in black tie.
Wonder was among the artists
headlining an annual benefit for
Ford's Theatre, where Abraham
Lincoln was shot and where the performing arts live on.
"If you're feeling it, let it out!"
Wonder commanded his audience,
which also included Vice President
Dick Cheney and his wife, Lynne,
Interior Secretary Gale Norton,
Transportation Secretary Norman
Mineta, Agriculture Secretary Ann
Veneman, top Bush aides Karen
Hughes and Andy Card, and a battery of lawmakers like Senate
Minority Leader Trent Lott.
"Frasier" star Kelsey Grammer
hosted the gala, gently mocking
Bush's recent call to two years' volunteerism by telling his audience
thats attendance counted for two
hours.
Magician David Copperfield
recruited Daschle for a trick involving a disappearing duck, then
brought him up a second time to
replay the stunt in slow motion, with
"Chariots of Fire" as the soundtrack.
Alas, Grammer told Lott, "he
cannot make the Senate Democratic
majority disappear."
The show airs on ABC in a to-bedetermined slot.
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MAKE-UP DAYS
First Day Missed
Second Day Missed
Third Day Missed
Fourth Day Missed
Fifth Day Missed
Sixth Day Missed

May 27, 2003 Seventh Day Missed
May 28, 2003
May 29, 2003
May 30, 2003
Feb. 17, 2003
March 21. 2003

Eighth Day Missed
Ninth Day Missed
Tenth Day Missed
Eleventh Day Missed
Twelfth Day Missed

March 7. 2003
June 2. 2003
June 3, 2003
June 4, 2003
June 5, 2003
June 6, 2003

This calendar is subject to change
without public notice, due to
inclement weather, school activities.
or any other emergency that may
OMB".

Opening Day
1

June

-

Closing Day
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VISA

A lar
3 car
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ADJUSTMENTS

I

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday

Fn. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.

Moo. 3 p.m.
Tues 3 p.m.

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Wed . 3 p.m.
.............

Wed. 3 p m.

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

+ ful

1111:411,Aslir ADS
$7.00 Column Inch, 60', Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
'All

3 Ad, MuNt RUN Withiri 6 Da...

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday IShopping Guide)

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for Shopper ,Tue. (lasadieds go into Shopptng Ituide $2 'SO extra for blind box ad.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy or Amanda at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
010

010

010

Legals

Legals

LEGAL NOTICE
TO BIDDERS

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.0I-CI-00306
WELLS FARGO HOME MORTGAGE,INC.

&Ida'NORWEST-MORTGAGE,INC.,
VS..

• PLAINTIFF.

NOTICE OF SALE

RICKY K. MILLER,
a/k/a RICKY KEVIN MILLER,
LISA CAROL MILLER,

DEFENDA:\

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 11, 2002, in the above cause,I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County. Kentucky', to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday.
March 18, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
That certain real property located at 7763 State Route 121 North
in Calloway County, Kentucky and being more particularly
desiribed as follows:
A 1.209 acre tract as shown on Plat of Survey for Ronald Hillison
recorded February 10, 1995, in Plat Book 18, Page 30 Slide
1642).
Being in all respects the same property (with new survey) conveyed to Ricky K. Miller, and wife, Lisa Carol Miller, by deed
from Ronald W. Hillison and wife, Carole L. (a.k.a. Carol L.
Miller dated January 27, 1995, of record in Deed Book 211, Page
333, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to, deposit one third (1/3)
of the purchase price on the date of the sale, and to execute bond with
good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid.
and fully due and payable in thirty130) days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the propeity shall be sold subject to the 2002
ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 18th day of February, 2002.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00397

woja St.,

Bid Documents will
available
on
be
Wednesday,
February 22, 2002
and may be obtained
from Flintco Inc.
(Construction
Manager - Attn: Tim
Weatherford) by calling 901-372-9600.
Plans are also available at the following
locations:
Dodge Room Memphis,TN

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 8, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
March 18, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t.. or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lots 84 and 85 in Crawford's Landing, located- in Calloway
County, Kentucky as shown by plat of record in Plat Book 15.
Page 101, Slide 1406, Calloway County Clerk's Office.

W.TN Plan Rm
Jackson,TN

Being the same property conveyed to Keith M. Burchett and
Virginia M. Burchett, husband and wife, by deed dated April 22,
1994, and recorded in Deed Book 202, Page 379, in the office of
the Clerk aforesaid.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit ten percent
(10)of the purchase price on the date of the sale, and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at In per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days.4 lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2002
ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 18th day of February, 2002.

1

CARBO LITE CHOCOLATE
• Candy Bars • Sugar Free

• Carbohydrate Free

All bidders must he
licensedrcontractors
as required by Title
62. Chapter 6 of the
TCA and must comply with Title 62.
Chapter 6 of the TCA
in submitting their
bids.
Henry County
Medical Center is an
Equal Opportunity
Employer, and solicits and encourages
the participation of
MBE/WBE/SBE/DB
A and HubZone
Enterprkes.

• Pasta • Etc.
300 S. 8th St.• Suite 108 • Medical Arts Bldg.

BRANDON
AUTO WORLD
Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray
270-753-5315
1-800-455-5315

Coming S@@!\!!
Free elk Seminars
Nhirch 21-22-23
bt
. ,1%

III

Iiittic in it,.

Jinn the Heiit
in the

No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
'I'HIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

BIBLE
MESSAGE
7594177
FOR great homemade biscuits at a down home
price, visit Cotner Pocket,

Radio Road, Almo every
morning except Sunday.
WE also serve pizza and
burgers.
SANDRA D's Diner will be
closed March 7th & 8th.
Sorry for the inconvience.
We will' resume normal
hours March 12th.
PHOTOGRAPHY
RI LYNN

15 years service.
270-753-1001.

Lost and Found
LOST: Loved & missed,
black Pomeranian, Santana Lost around Redbud
Road. Has medical condition which requires
special attention.
Reward offered.
Call 759-9362
or 759-0310
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

loath

To Learn More Contact:
Peggy In I -5$5.255
or wild flur e-mail
contactpeggyfaexcite.coni
Jim Barna Lou System.

CONSIGNING
MOTHERS
March 6-8
Wed.-Fri. 11-7
Sat., Mar.9

9-2
Half Price Sale
Reminder LXe I la% e
Women Clothe-

731-644-1126

Enoch Bldg.
Henry Co.
Fairgrounds

Paris, TN 3824
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity
Employer
NOW Hiring at Break Time
Billiards. Apply in Person
759-9303
OTR Drivers 28c per mile
Run 20 days at a time
Call Pat Maloney at 270759-0124

TERMITE
TECHNICIAN
Apply in
person

BANKRUPTCY

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

$1,000 SIGN-ON BONUS

060

SERVALL
1604 Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-6433
Driver

SIGN•ON BONUS!!!
earn up to 35 cpm
plus bonus — plenty
of miles, good hometime & great insurance benefits!

*Owner Operators
earn up to 85 cpm

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
No experience needed.
First year drivers with
Werner earn $700+ per
week plus great benefits.
Training is now available
in your area! Get your career in gear. Call today toll
free: 1-800-242-7364

plus bonus — lease or
lease purchase

plans

available! We service
0/0 trucks & sell discount

parts!

800-543-8923

1-800-995-5832
FAST FOOD G. MGRS.
2 plus years experience
Advance to next level
Call Tina. no fees
1-800-357-4504
Fax 1-888-482-9729
GOOD dependable body
man needed. 767-9449 or
435-4797.
HELP wanted: Dependable waitresses and DishCypress
at
washers
Springs Resort. Call for
appointment. (270)4365496.
IMMEDIATE Accounting
opening in the Murray
area. 4 to 6 month assignment. Please fax resumes
to (270)444-0389. Qualifications are: Accounting
degree. Accounting experience: General ledger, Account reconciliations, Audit, A/P, A/R. Computer

skills: Solid Excel required,
AS400, Access. Attributes:
Analytical, Team player,
Enthusiastic, Proactive,
Q01ck learner, Persistent,
Flexible.
LOCAL business needs
part time office help. Mail

04/01/02 to 01/10/03
04/01/02 to 01/15/03
Wageg: Minimum of $6.60. $7.00 and $8.00 per hour

WEB

depending on job performed. 75% of hours listed on

time
cell •
ence
puter
quire
ence/
chan
ment •
strate
lated
cienc
script
Macr,
ver
unde
serve
nanc,
Servo
red.
hour.
at (2
at:
Murr.
404
KY
Won
agec
AA e

job ender-wilt be guaranteed. AR tools will-be-provided at no cost. Free housing provided to those
beyond local recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met. Contact
local State Employment Service Office

NTA

FE

Stilli CATTLE CO.
STEAKS - RIBS• SPIRITS
Kuttawa, KY

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS
Looking for experienced cooks, grill cooks,
and expediters. Also experienced servers
and server assistants.
Please apply in person.
Hwy. 62, Exit 40 off 1-24
between the hours of 9-5, Monday-Friday.

RESTAURANT
MANAGER NEEDED
Successful applicant will need to be
able to control labor cost, food cost.
service times and food quality.
Compensation will depend on experience and qualifications. Must be able to
work anytime. Apply in person at Sonic
of Murray, 217 S. 12th St. and ask for
Richard. No phone calls please.'

no

ha

CERTIFIED X-RAY
TECHNICIAN NEEDED
Certified X-Ray Technician needed lot
busy physician's office. Experience neces
sary. Competitive Salary and Benefit
Package offered. Send or bring resume by

an

0!

ABL
3 to
pm
fund
gets

Primary

)TRANSPORTATION,INC
wWth

iii

MEDICAL CENTER
fivn4yinastr•trtenidmalar•Pridiasts

FO•
PART-TIME position avai able for a Registered Medical Assistant or LPN. Also
interested in hiring a Nurse
Practitioner., To apply,
Send resume, including
references and Medical License number to: Asthma
and Allergy Clinic, 2957
U.S. Hwy. 641 North, Murray, KY 42071. You may
also fax to your information to: 270-759-1215
SPORTMAN'S ANCHOR
RESORT & MARINA now
hiring for the 2002 season
as follows: Store Clerksfull and part time. Outside
grounds maintenance and
dock help- full time and
possibly part time- must be
in good physical health
and able to work some

weekends and /or holidays- retirees welcome. •
Calf weekdays only, between 9:00 to 4:00 for interviews and job application- 270-354-6568. Located at Jonathan Creek,
Hwy 68.
SPORTSMAN'S
BOAT
WORKS hiring boat/motor
mechanic. Located at
Sportman's Anchor Resort
& Marina, Hwy 68, Jonathan Creek. Call week
days only between 9:00 to
4:00 for job application
and interview 270-354-

6569

resume to PO Box 1444,
Murray, KY 42071.

NURSES AIDE

BE Your Own Boss and
work your own hours.
Sound too good" Just Get
the Facts, Call Me 1 "
0
745-4418

hut will train
someone who would
enjoy working with
the elderly. Pleasant
atmosphere. good
irking conditions.

Full-time RN or LPN 7pm7am Competitive salary
cased on experience Excellent working conditions
T&C Lumber Now Accel,,i
Apr* in person at
ing Applications for sale"
Mills Manor
counter help and loader
500 Beck Lane. Mayfield, Apply in person 53 N
KY 42066
Main Benton Ky across
Mon-Fri 8-5
from Pizza Hut No Phone247-7890
Calls

AGRICULTURAL
WORKERS NEEDED

0
- BOYD BROS.

EOE

All expenses covered!
Tuition Reimbursement!

060 Help Wanted

*Company Drivers

Help Wanted

DRIVERS
We helped 30,000
Truckers get their CDL!
Learn to drive in 2 weeks!
No experiences needed!
Earn $600- $8001 week

L

Help Wanted

MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONIST
Henry County Medical
Center is seeking a Medical Transcriptionist Must
have one year transcriptidn experience. Prefer
certified Transcriptionist
with hospital experience.
Excellent benefits and salary. Interested candidates
should send resume or
apply in person.
Henry County Medical
Center P.O. Box 1030.

753-4614

WEDDING

As of Feb. 15, 2002
Billy E. Blackburn
is no longer
associated with

060
Help Wanted

DR. ATKINS PRODUCTS
• Bake Mix •Candy Bars •Shake Mix

ABC - Paducah. KY

731-642-9937

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

NEW PRODUCTS

Dodge Room
Nashville. T:\

Nes. I

This property is subject to all restrictions, covenants, and conditions as recorded on the aforesaid plat.

Notice

Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
'Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

Bldr's Exchange
Memphis,TN

PUBLIC-NOTICE

DEFENDANT.

CARD OF THANKS
We would like to thank everyone
for the food, the cards, the phone.
calls and especially all the prayers
and love that was shown to us during the loss of Billy. Thank you to
Imes-Miller Funeral Home, Bro.
Tim Cole & Bro. Terry Sills for the comforting
-Words. Tr) -Cary-McClure;-Rhonda- Lamb.*
Gene Orr Miller for the lovely music and
songs.
May God bless each of you.
The Family of Billy M. Paschall

STEVE VIDMER

ABC - Memphis

PLAINTIFF'

NOTICE OF SALE

KEITH M. BURCHETT,
VIRGINIA M. BURCHETT,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

H e n.
r y C oat n t y
Medical Center will
receive bids at the
Wellness
Rehabilitation
Center _ Conference
Rm. 311 E.
Paris. TN 38242 for
the
Henry Co.
Medical Center. Bed
Tower Addition Helipad Package "A".
Bids are due by 3:00
CST
on
p.m.
Wednesday. March
20. 2002.

Notice

INTEGRA BANK, N.A.
-4Thir1it TRIGG COUNTY FARMERS BANK,

VS..

060

Card of Th.aptic

Legals

Preferred experience

Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium Vies Moe
Murray. KY

300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

Sno
Mur
ter.

MURRAY WOMAN'S CLINIC

$63
mail
nee,
Call
Ext.

IS LOOKING FOR YOU
...if you have experience filing insurance
claims, Coding and other duties associated
with the business office of a medical practice
and thrive in a fast paced environment. Then
we have the competitive salary, 401K plan
profit sharing plan, bonus, medical coverage
and much more for you. Join the team of.:
well-established practice that is rapidly
expanding facilities and services. Mail ()t
bring your resume immediately. NO PHON1
CALLS.

Murray Woman's Clinic
305 S. 8th St.
Murray, KY
Equal Opportunity Employer

RECEPTIONIST s
Busy local dealer needs a qualified person to answer phones with some light
office work. Qualifications needed:
• Good phone skills
• Pleasant personality
• Adding machine skills
• Light typing skills

• Organizational skills
Work hours will be Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Apply in person only

Cain's*
CHRYSI.ER•PLYMOUTH-OCH,GF•JFFP

'AVE fiTA,.

1400 P4. 12TH • MURRAY, KY 0000

753-6448
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1
1

1.

1111
I.

A

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
060

060

Help Wanled

Help Wanted

Homes For Sat*

Account Representatives
Mmi

11/1•1111a

A large Fortune 500 Company is seeking
3 career minded individual in locate area.
Have the opportunity to earn 5/38-$451S
+ full benefits package.
Only serious inquiries reply!
Call Today 759-5910
Between 10:30 AM - 6:00 PM
Ask For Dan Dalton
( )1

CERTIFIED LAB
TECHNICIAN NEEDED
Certified Lab Technician needed for bus\
physician's office. Experience necessary. Must
have - knowledge of CLIA regulations
Competitive Salary

Benefit

and

Packagc

97 Franklin 28x68 & lot
Call after 5pm or leave
message 753-2452
CLOSE-OUT on several
2002 models, Come by
and see why everyone is
talking about Sunshine
Homes See them at Arrowhead Home Sales3124 Hwy 79N -Pans, TN
(731) 641-6900 or toll tree
1-877-754-6900
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover 20 yrs experience
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illinois Call Herbert Miller
Owner 437-3939
THREE mobile homes for
sale Two 14ft wide,and
one 1211 wide Call 4374465 before 8pm
TWO mobile homes for
sale, must be moved Call
489-2372

offered. Send or bring resume by:

Primary
RrifyRaitz•hintalIericine•ftdiarrs

Licensed

301) South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Nlurray, KY 42071

those
I subintact

NS

Jay

be
ost.
lily.
rile to
onic
• for

WEB SPECIALIST. Fulltime benefits. Two years
college, two years experience in professional computer-related setting required. Related experience/ related college exchanged to meet requirements. Must have demonstrated programming or related experience; proficiency in HTML, Javascript, Cold Fusion, Java
Macromedia Dreamweaver preferred Required
understanding of web
server setup and maintenance. Strong SQL/SQL
Server background preferred. Salary $16.85 per
hour. Request application
at (270)762-2147 or apply
at: Human Resources,
Murray State University,
404 Sparks Hall, Murray,
KY
42071-3312.
Women/minorities encouraged to apply. EEO,M/F/D.
AA employer.

MARKETING
Full time help
needed immediately.
Easy phone work.
No sales. Will train.
Paid weekly. Must
have pleasant voice
and be dependable.

.1)

Please Call

759-5880

1BR d“plex log cabin near
lake Furnished, C/H/A
water inciuded $250 per
month 474-8272

270-437-4608

ktitleS
For Sale •
12 HP lawn tractor $395
435-4043
•1988 Buick Skylark, new
tires, good body, needs
engine $250 OBO
*Like new, black futon $50
759-4268 leave message
2310 color copier $150,
Toshiba 435-4209
3 10" DVC Punch speakers in box with Punch 800
amp. Asking S950. Call
762-0111, ask for Trent.
CERAMIC molds, new
kiln, pouring table, Ect
Call 489-2540 for more information
FREE
Dish Network Satellite system. installed free. Top 50
programming for only
$22.99 per month, Call for
more information. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite at
877-455-0901
MACHINE quilting
$31.50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
OVER 5,000 Movies for
sale Some as low as 50
cents each 753-7670
RACE car toddler bed
Crib
w/mattress $75
w/mattress $75 or OBO
15 inch Dakota Sport
Wheels $500 767-0518
TILLER, good cond $100
753-2504

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath., Mobile Home. Built in appliances, 11/2 miles west of
hardin on Hwy 80, large
country lot, large deck,
$300 month, plus deposit,
no pets. 437-4443.
2BR. 1 bath, central gas
heat with appliances. City
water. 3 miles from town.
$300. per month. 7537668 Days, 753-4919
Nights.

Business Rentals
BUSINESS space for rent
$400/month, located on
121 N 759-5448
OFFICE Building for rent
or lease, 4,500 s.f. under
roof. 753-9562.

RELOCATING to Murray
area April/ May Mature female looking for quiet, nice
clean neighborhood. 2-3
bedroom. with all appliances. Preferably newer/ updated housing. Price range
$400- $525. Prefer lease
P.O. Box 1040-G, Murray,
KY 42071.
320
Apartments For Rent

eces-

!fletit
e hv:

ABLE to care 2 kids, ages
3 to 5. M-F, 7 30 am-6:30
pm $400 per month Refund $1,000 if your kid
gets sick 753-6402

RECLINERS. bedding,
and furniture on sale!
Carraway Furniture
753-1502

Business
Opportunity

INN

Ic
7ance

FOR Sale: Tropical Sno
Snow cone business in
Murray. Call 753-6042 after 6:00 pm.
HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
$635 weekly processing
mail. Easy! No experience
needed.
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext. 4605 24hrs

ietice

Computers

rage
of a
pidl
iii (ii
ON F.

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
NEW computers $799. up
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
1p.m.-5p.m.
Sun.
Visa/ Mastercard.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140

For Small Fee

Consignee
will receive

•

/0 OF SALE
604

INTERIOR CONSIGNMENT
SHOWCASE
Tues.-Sat. 9-4
728 East Broadway. Mayfield. KY
iLocated in former Youngblood Furniture)
(270) 247-3388

1997 7810 JD MFWD
Tractor, 890 hr. Dual &
weights. all the extras Call
(270)492-8192
210
Firevibod

Want to Buy
I perlight

lay

ANTIQUES
Old toys. advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
BUYER of standing timber
Pine & Hardwood Phone
Eugene Bustle 731-5841177 or 270-519-1322
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th, Murray
WANTED riding mowers
that need work 436-2867

Ledger a Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

95 Saturn, 4 door sedan,
57k,
real good cond
$3,900 Calf 762-0242 or
call 519-2025

rELM1IJ'1.1

Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts.
1, 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
University Heights Apts.
1 & 2br rental assisted
apts. These apts are for
families, disabled, handicapped, senior citizens,
wheel chair accessible.
759-2282. Mon, Wed &
Thurs. 8-5. 1734 Campbell
Street. Hearing impaired
only:
1-800-648-6056.
Equal Housing Opportuni-

UNCUT, Aged firewood
some oak. bring chain
saw, truck & helper. 7531319
Mobile Homes For Sale
1 Bedroom Trailer, $2,000
Cash only, no checks 4896161
1991 Champion 16x80, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, all appliances plus washer & dryer included Call 753-4603
after 5 00 pm
1993 16x80 3br. 2 bath. 2
porches Must be moved
Asking $14,000 489-2054
1997 Fleetwood 16x80
3br. 2 bath, 2 decks,
washer/ dryer, electric
pole $16,000. 270-3549511

1 Bedroom, low utilities,
No Pets. $195 a month
753-3949
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
162 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts. furnished.
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR Apartment. available
Dec. 1st. Close to campus
No pets 753-5980
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
CONDOPLEX 3br., 2 bath
Available January 5,2002
$700/mo
Deposit required
753-0834

DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858
GOLDEN Retriever Pups
For Sale, $75 female,
$100 male, Parents on
Property Call 519-5231

430
Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising.
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect
•Steady'income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Darren Jones • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

203 S. 4th St. -

in basement
March 7
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Something for
everyone

ST. JUDE'S
CHILDREN'S
HOSPITAL
YARD SALE
Belew's DriveIn, Aurora, KY
March 14-16

We will not knowingly accept any advenising for real estate which
is in violation of the law. AlPpersons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis.

SAll

tip Advertise
your
f
yard sale
1
in the
,
11S,
classifieds!

i

MURRAY

Spring Cleaning
Time - Donations
Welcome Info Cali
Terry 354-9959

LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

Services Offered
A-1 AFFORDABLE all
around hauling, tree work
cleaning out sheds. gutter
Junk clean-up 436-2867
A-1 Mower repair, tillers,
4-wheelers, etc Free pickup, delivery 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical. New Const Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding, Painting, Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353
AUTO Cleaning Wash,
Wax, interior cleaning
Can pick up & deliver
Very affordable Satisfaction guaranteed Call Mitch
@ 489-6283
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel.
white rock.
436-2113
BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
.Paint .Lawn *Mulch
•Shrubs *Tiling •Bushhog
(270)436-5277

✓ NO Application Fees.. Call For Rates

V Free pre-qualifications in writing
✓ Up to 100% NO INCOME VERIFICATION
✓ Up to 100% BANKRUPTCY Discharged 3 Years
✓ Up to 107% Purchase/ 100°"0, Refinance

Apply by Phone, Fax, or Mail • NO TRAVELING REQUIRED!!!

AARON MORTGAGE COMPANY
Donald Kessler
Kevin Kessler
Office: (270)384-I 133
Toll Free: (888)184-300(5
Columbia

500
Used Tructs
1985 Chevrolet Silverado
pickup, LWB. PS, PB, PW
107,xxx miles, $3,000 759
1965 week days

1984 Honda Magna 700
new seat, new tires
18,5xx miles. Runs great.
$1,600. 759-0159.

State laws forbid discrimination in the sale. rental or advertising ot
real estate based of factors in addition to those proiected under fed
eral law.

''SELL OUT!

Home Loans

WE Buy Houses.
We take over payments
Any price or Condition
270-534-4500
www.CP1homebuyers.com

[

Sport Utility Vehicles
1:1111

1997 Jeep Grand Chero
black
Limited.
kee
$11,500 • 6 cyl , leather,
and loaded, 90.xxx miles,
10,000 miles bumper to
warranty
bumper
(270)767-9462

18 ft Pro craft fish/ski, lots
of extras, garage kept
489-2296
1993 Astro Bass Boat, 90
HP. merc. Garage kept.
Must Sell. 270-492-8054

ices Offered
1999 Ford Explorer XLT
4x4, all power, 35K
1-A REMODELING, Home
$16,800. 759-0159.
('Or further assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
2001 Chevy Suburban, LS mprovements Custom tile
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P
(703i 648-1000.
Series, Warranty. 22,xxx work, Interior decorating
miles, mint cond. 1983 Painting, We Do It All! RefFord 1 ton Econline Van erences Available Call
Houses For Rent
Tom Vance General ConCall 492-8575
95 Ford Explorer. Eddie tracting 767-9036 or 994Bath,
2 Bedroom,
FARM For Sale: 64 Acres Bauer, White, 115K miles, 0388
$300/month plus deposit
Located in West TN. Roll- Call after 5pm 753-2452 or
A affordable hauling, Junk
753-9826
ing wooded hills with sev- leave message
up. tree work. gutter
98 Jeep Cherokee Sport clean
eral home sites. Farm
2 or 3 bedroom: in town,
cleaning. 436-5141.
CD,
other
package.
towing
4x4
and
deer
good location. 753-2795 or loaded with
wildlife Serious Inquires cassette, 4 door, new tires,
759-8894
Only For Information call: excellent condition 68,xxx
3 Bedroom, CHA. with
•-•
ot
miles. $10,000. OBO 753270-753-7600
stove & ref. Ceiling fans.
W&D hookup, no pets, NINE plus acre farm ideal 3660
$430 plus dep and refer- for horses, 2 br, 1 bath,
ences. 753-1059
city water, natural gas.
Complete Landscape
Used Cars
3BR. 2 bath. 418S 9th St. fenced, located approxiand Lawn Installation
$475 per month plus se- mately 8 miles west of
and Maintenanc,
1984 Buick Riviera, 2nd
curity deposit 474-2520
Murray 270-767-9223
owner, dependable trans*Mr
portation Cold air, new
RENT-2-OWN
•iRRIGATION l'ssl \I I All( r`..
parts $750 753-4889
2 - 4 Bedroom houses,
Acreage
/5 Yrs Experience
Po1988 BMW535I, Black
tential owner financing
w/tan interior, mechanicalCALI. DAVID
1 ml west of 641, Cross753-4109
ly sound, high miles 753land Rd Tn 10 acre lots
4299 or 753-5887
or total 60 acres, wooded
and open, 731-610-0039
Day. 731-934-4090 Nights.
CREEKVIEW STORAGECenter
Drive
$20-$40 On
12 acres, border NiNniood
Behind Tom's Grille
Rd, partially fenced pas75q-4081
ture, mature hardwoods,
Color - Bronze Mist, 48,xxx Miles.
beautiful building spots.
2 I HP. Power Windows/Locks. TilUCruise,
S23,950. 731-610-0039
Cloth Interior. CD & Cassette.
Day, 731-934-4090 Night.
Power Moonroof, Keyless Eriir
197 acres deer and turkey
VERY NICE•CAR! $15,000
galore, partially wooded
All Size Unit'
Hwy 77, 6 mi , south of
Available
Wal-Mart in Paris $800 p`
acre 731-610-0039 Day,
731-934-4090 Night
.WM*0
Or•P•Tu.!,

-Dogwood
"andscaptog

753-9000

FOR SALE

1999 OLDSMOBILE
INTRIGUE

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

('all 753-0943 between
9 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

GOODIES

MULTI-PURPOSE
INSIDE SALE
March 8th-9th
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
March 10th
Noon - 5 p.m:
7540 St. Rt. 121 N.
Near Coldwater
Proceeds to
Missionary Trip
Donations Accepted
Will rattle 2 new rag
rugs

Pirchase • Refinance • Debt Consolidation • Cash Out

1992 Dodge Dakota.
Magnum 3 9, V6, 5 speed
$3200. OBO 489-2893
Lots For Sate
77 GMC Tandem axle
truck, no bed, good cond
GORGEOUS Wooded 1.2
$2.500 489-2477
acres in Oakwood Terrace
2001 Honda 4 wheeler, 99 Dodge Ram 1500 Sport
off Oaks Country Club
350 rancher, automatic 360 Magnum Loaded,
Road. 230'x183.42' All
Like new with 117 miles 15.xxx miles, $13,500
$18.000
hardwood trees,
753-7930
OBO Days 762-0320, AfOBO 759-4712
FOR Sale: 2001 Yamaha ternoons 753-9785
LOTS for sale. Starting at Grizzly 600 excellent conDODGE Pickup, Ext. Cab.
$11,000. Price includes dition 68 miles, 2000 KTM
360 Eng. PS. PB, tilt, autowater. septic & driveway. 520 motorcycle. Call 27096,xxx
miles,
matic,
Also land home packages. 753-7600
$7,500 753-6988
270-437-4838.
440

All real estate advertised herein is subject to• the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to adienise any preference.
litnitation or discrimination based on race, color. religion. sex.
handicap, familial status or national origin. or intention to make
any such preferences. limitations or discrimination.

753-3853

CHURCH
GROUP
YARD SALE

Global Mortgage Link

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice

Pickup and
Delivery

Then
plan.

STORAGE

EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished, W/D 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
FORREST View Apartswim*
ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
kept 753
for 2br townhouses, basic ROLL Hay Shed
rent $325/ month. Office 8555
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
AUCTION. Sat - Mar. 16,
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1000- NE Calloway Co
1 & 2br units. Rent based Close to Ken Lake Lodgeon income. Mobility impair- KY Lake- 2 Bedroom
ment accessible. Phone: Home: 3/10- 2:00-4:00 pm.
Web:turner-auctions.com
492-8721. Mon & Thurs
Turner & Assoc.
9-ham. TDD No.
1-888-303-8862,
Equal
1-800-648-6056.
(270)887-9977, 885-6789
Housing Opportunity.
L. Turner, Bkr. 439-7786,
NEWLY decorated 1br
T. Anderson,
Apt Free standing. 411
Bkr. 886-9042.
1/2 S. 8th St. $220. per
FOR
month plus $300. security
Real Estate and
deposit. 474-2520.
Personal Contents
Nice 2 bedroom, unfurAuction
nished apartment, near
Call
shopping center & bank.
270-753-5086
NO PETS. Deposit and
or
rent $375 Call 753-2967
270-527-2931
RED OAKS APTS.

WE CAN HELP!

-It

iated

Bedroom - Effiency
Washer&Dryer No Pets,
starting at $200/month
767-9037

BUYING OR
SELLING HOME
FURNISHINGS

100

30+ acres Hwy 79 be
tween Paris, TN and Tn
river, wooden building lots
ready $1,450 p/ arce
731-610-0039 Day 731934-4090 Night
6 53 Beautiful areas, 5
miles east of Murray,
$24,950 Term 753-9302

97 Dodge Avenger V6
Automatic, 8,xxx miles
$6,000 753-6988
119 Main • 753-6266
98 Ford Escort, 61,626
MURRAY Store and Lock
miles $5,500 OBO 767
presently has units availa0027 or 759-1555
ble 753-2905 or 753I Buy Cars 752-0160
For Sale
7536
MUST sell 2001 Leganza
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
3 Bedroom house with 10 CDX, Sunroof, All power
*Inside climate control
acres, 5 miles west of
28,000 miles Call 753storage
Kirk9216
*Security alarmed
sey $68,000 Call 4891993 Dodge Spirit, V6
•Safe & clean
6233 before 5pm, Nights 3.0L, Cold A/C, good
•We sell boxes!
339-7695
cond., 92,xxx, $1,500 Call
•We rent U-Hauls
BRICK home. 3 bed753-6816 after 4pm
*Heated Boat &
MOMS,
90 Toyota Camry. loaded
RV Storage
2 baths, fireplace, garage. everything, the works, new
753-9600
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 bath,
great lot, nice Murray
tires. excellent car $2,350
appliances furnished with
neighborhood_ 806
753-7151 nights 753-5617
washer/ dryer 1 year
rernercial Pron.
Bagwell Blvd. 753-9305
lease No pets 753-2905
For Sale
CAPE Cod 1602 Tabard 3
Yens
bedroom, 2 bath. Must
BUILDING for Sale o
Call for Appt. $122.500 15 Passenger Ford Club
Lease. North 3rd and Wal
753-0090
Wagon, front & rear heat
nut. 6,500 sq. ft $53,500
'.4;it
FOR Sale 3 BR, 2 B Cen- and air Absolutely spot
Days- 753-7668
tral HVAC. Nothing Down less cond $7,995 (Grea
r
•
Nights- 753-4919
905 Southwood Drive 753- for Church Van!) 435-4632
5561
or 559-8510
Pets & Supplies
NICE 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 5 97 Chevy Astro. Excellent
yrs. old, SW area $120's, cond., forest green $6.000
and Insured
AKC Boxer Baby's, we are 753-8866
489-2477
now
Bonafide, ready
Champion bloodline 270489-6133/270-474-8083
apt
1BR
furnished
$225/mo $100 deposit No
pets 121 N next to Fairgrounds 753-3139
2 Bedroom duplex at 1304
Valley
Drive
Wood
$375/month 759-4406
2BR , 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking, extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR edge of town, washer & dryer. $335
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, downstairs apartment. $400 a
month 489-2296

We Move Mobile Homes

150

1 for
Domestic & Childcare

EASTSIDE

1111211111 Used Cos

D 81 S Mobile Home Movers

MEDICAL CENTER

hour
N.1 on

[1"wefts

For Rent

PAGE 3B
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AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194.
AFFORDABLE Electric
*Commercial,
•Residential,
•Remodel
.Free Estimates
"Quality don't cost it pays"
Dave Myers 759-2488
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Constructions
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified.
- 435-4272

CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
•Lawn Maintenance
.Leaf Pick-up,
•Bed mulching
270-753-6772
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters 753-2592.
FENCING
Midway Fence. All types
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured
Dicke Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
HANDYWORK odd Jobs
wanted No Job too small
Give us a call Yes we
haul Junk
Phone 436-5759
HAULING
Cleaning out garages
sheds, carport atics
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
Lawn And Garden Work
Need your lawn or landscaping groomed? How
about your garden tilled
and weeded" Call 7590278 for a free estimate'

David' Home Improvement
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floors joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
•Install moisture barriers.
We Do An Kinds of Remodeling

David Gallimore,
Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

731-247-5422
Nev Fit.ECK.'INC

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop
Has

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
DAYS:
753-5273 753-0133
NIGHTS:
492-8219 • 753-1833
753-6191

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979

PAGE 48
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Services Offered
egli

1

Services Offered
113

Services Offered

Services Offered

etals Offered
ll
re

Your Home Improve/flea Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services

Vet. tairztou in Root Repurr,
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs
—
—.—.—.—.—.—.—.—.—

We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

•• We Specialize in Cleaning"

Shingle or Whole Roof'

Free Estimates - 10 Years Experience

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

David Borders

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

Roofing Metal

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Your Ad Could Be
Here For Only
Wiggins furniture
$250.00 Per Month!

tairb BrOthert

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Moving Co.

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
‘36 yeers experience
*Interior 8 Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

489-2366 or Cell 339-7 16

in stock.

Phone (270) 759-4734

610
Services Offend

Services Offered

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Free Column
FOUND Black Cocke
Spaniel Northeast Pur
year area 731-247-3966

MOVING

Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed &Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional
435-4645
U-haul off
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
Murray
MOWERS FOR SALE
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
Ledger &
753-0260
Times
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
wanted
YARD TECH
Lawn 8 Landscape
WANT to lease air or dark
maintenance
ired tobacco base Call
Spring Scheduling
(270)492-8192
437-4407
210-6268

FREE
PALLETS

753-1916

•Carpets •Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimatqs
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

753-5827.
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
*Asphalt paving
-Seal coating
*Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537

For More Information
Call 753-1916 And
Ask, For Tammy Stom
In Classified Department.

660

abGER &TIMES

1111E2
L

22_4s

1001 Whitnell Ave.

753-1916

MM. I

Horoscopes

Technical scholarship offered

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
LEXINGTON, Ky. - High
***** You're all smiles. Others school seniors and GED recipients
seem to pave your path to success and are eligible to apply for the GoverHAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. happiness. Another, however, has expec- nor's Kentucky Technical College
tations. Use your creativity, and you'll
March 7. 2002
Scholarship.
Aim for more of what you want this year. discover more about what someone
The scholarship is awarded to
Your sense of direction opens new doors. desires from you. A family member
students who are entering or
assist
Tonight:
options.
perhaps
through
talent,
or
sort
helps you
Use an innate skill
postsecondary occupacontinuing
involving others, to gain financially. Whatever makes the Goat smile.
education at coltional/technical
18)
ones.
material
-Feb
past
20
(Jan.
far
AQUARIUS
Your assets go
Your creativity helps you dnve a hard *** You don't have to be a major par- leges in the Kentucky Community
bargain. If single. romance definitely ticipant; you will be a major recipient. Sit and Technical College System
will play into your year. A fnend might back and think more about what you (KCTCS).
be a bit jealous or put off by your good want from a situation. Sugar goes much
"A technical education at a
luck. Don't take it personally This per- further than vinegar. Be careful revealing
inadvertently
might
If
life.
her
or
You
his
in
college can change the life
more
frustration.
your
KCTCS
needs
also
son
attached, your mutual domestic life will cause yourself a problem. Tonight Rest of a student," said Michael B.
add many rewards to your life. You, up.
McCall, KCTCS president. "We
however, could be doing so much at once PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201
encourage all interested students to
that you feel spread too thin. Prioritize **** Carefully listen to another who apply for the Governor's Kentucky
your life, and your relationship will ben- could be on the warpath. Refuse to be Technical College Scholarship to
angry. Rather, express your gentleness
efit. CAPRICORN remains your pal.
prepare for high-skill, high-wage
and caring. Review a decision that
cam's."
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll impacts your long-term desires involving
4-Positive, a friendship. You might decide to buy
5-Dynamic;
Have.
The.scholarships, which apply to
something special for a loved one
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
diploma or degree programs, cover
Tonight: Follow your friends
all tuition and required fees, plus
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
up to $ 1,000 for equipment (tools),
**** Stay on top of work. Strong BORN TODAY
supplies, personal safety
books,
resources back your ideas use them to Czech tennis player Ivan Lendl (1960).
and uniforms.
equipment
(1934),
Scott
ensure your plan. Opportunities strike weather reporter Willard
Each college or branch that offrom out of the blue. Readjust your artist Piet Mondrian (1872)
*
fers occupational/technical proschedule, if need be. Right now, go with
Lady Luck and the promise of success.
Tonight- Work as late as necessary.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**---*—*--*----Your energy and rt4thutiasm
306 N 12th Street Murray, Ky
mix, making you a driving force at work
when
lines
the
between
or at play_ Read
dealing with another Speak your mind,
but also do a better job of listening to
what another says. Don't be overly sensitive. Tonight: Relax to music or a movie_
GEMINI(May 21-June 2W
Vitamin & Herbs
Sports Nutrition
*** * An offer might be too good to
Diet Products
Enzymatic Products
be true Investigate what you think is
All Groceries
Nature's Plus
going on through observation, listening
and doing adequate research. A fnend
Next to Faye's Custom Embroidery
comes through. leaving positive feelings
and perhaps an occasion for celebration
Tonight: Spend quality time with a loved
one
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Carefully revise your opinSnapper, John Deere, Roper, Lawn Chief & Troy Bilt
ions involving an associate and an opporThrough March 15, 2002
tunity. Zero in on what you want. Remain
positive and direct in your dealings
involving a dear fnend. Surprises surround meetings and groups in general_
Don't hesitate Tonight: Accept an inviClean Air. Filter
All For Only
tation.
Firing
Check
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Check & Adjust Carburetor
**** An associate drives a hard barSharpen Blade
gain. or so he or she thinks' You know
Change Oil
this
meet
to
what
takes
it
have
you
New Spark Plug
FREE pick-up & delivery
demand. Reach out to someone. Do your
Grease & Lube where needed
distance.
a
at
one
loved
a
best to contact
within 5 miles
Indulge an in-law. Hop on the Internet
for additional information. Tonight
Work late.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221
**** An associate thinks carefully
Check Firing
All For Only
about a problem and has strong feedback
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Review a matter that is close to your
Check Belts & Pulleys
heart with a trusted friend. Detach from
Sharpen Blade
the passion and intensity. You come up
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
with wonderful ans. ers. Tonight Start
New Spark Plug
FREE pick-up & delivery
the weekend early.
Check Battery
LIBRA (Sept_ 23-Oct. 22)
within 5 miles
Check Air Pressure
***** Others give you the benefit
Filter
Air
Check
a partner
of the doubt Listen carefulk
who might not be as easygoing as you
are. Strong passion surrounds this relationship. Nothing is halfway here Don't
say -yes- to a professional option unless
you can maintain your personal commitChange Oil & Filter if needed
ments at the same time. Tonight: Talk
Grease & Lube
All For Only
with a family member or loved one
New Spark Plug
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21)
Check Battery
**** Reach out for another at a disCheck Air Pressure
tance Extremes mark your decisions. A
Clean Air Filter
co-worker opens the door, allowing a
'Sharpen Blade
FREE pick-up & delivery
new option This person might want
Check Belts & Pulleys
within 5 miles
more than a friendship here Tread careCheck & Adjust Carburetor
fully. You might be more alluring than
Check Firing
you're aware Tonight Consider a weekend getaway
( Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs. )

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

gram's may provide as many as two

new scholarships per year to high
school seniors. In addition, each
KCTCS college or branch may offer one new scholarship per year to
a GED recipient.
Scholarships are automatically
renewable in the second year. The
estimated value over two years is
$3,500.
The scholarships apply to
courses of study within the following major program areas: agricultural technology; business and
graphics technology; construction
technology; fire and rescue technology; general occupational/technical
studies; health and human services;
information technology; manufacturing technology; and transportation technology.
Applicants will be considered
for the scholarships based on academic achievement, character and
career potential.
To. apply for the Governor's
Kentucky Technical College Scholarship, students must:
• Complete a scholarship appli-

cation packet and submit it to a
high school counselor.
• Certify the accuracy of the information through the high school
counselor.
• Submit the application packet
to the president or director of the
appropriate KCTCS college.
To apply for the scholarship or
to obtain further information, students should see their local high
school counselor or call 1-877KCTCS-4U, extension 1331. The
application deadline is March 22.
For more information, visit this site
on the Web: www.kctcs.edu.

g.

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-B-QUE
Almo, KY • 753-1934
"Serving The Best BBQ. Ribs,

Pork & Chicken"
HOURS: Mon & Tues 10 a m -6 p m
Wed -Fri 10 a m -8 30 p rn •Closed Sal 8 Sun
Special orders for pick-up by
appointment on weekends
Call for Friday Night Special

Stay curio'

rrr

TeleFund 2002 •
1.8 0 0.8 6 6.

66

www.ket.arg

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

,
$14.95
(*On most cars & trucks)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street• 753-5606

Apple Blossom Health Food

Announcing:
"March Madness Sale 2002"
In the Antique Shops & Malls
Of Historic Hazel, KY.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
50% Off All Stock 50% Off

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:

This Sale features HUGE savings!!

PUSH MOWERS

$4495

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS

$7995

LAWN & GARDEN TRA TORS

A

The Hazel Antique District includes 10
Shops & Malls selling the merchandise
of over 500 antique/collectible dealers

OUR BIGGEST SALE EVER
"Yale ki;(3,4eld/iftv,-04 7ekvag4/4e4 70, 11
"ANTIQUES"

"COLLECTIBLES"

Mark your calendar!

$9995

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 211
**** Expenses go slightly out of
whack Think in terms of gains A child
or loved one shares the depth of his or
her feelings Be gracious when handling
this person A partner could feel Jealous
or possessive Indulge someone, and he
or she indulge you Tonight Treat another to a good time

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-3:00

Chestnut St.
Murray

A

"Something for Everyone"
The Hazel Antique District
8 Miles from Murray - 12 Miles from Paris
Hwy.641 at the KY-TN State Line
Mon.-Sat. 10:00-5:00 * Sun. 1:00-5:00
Information 270-492-8175
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DEAR DR. GOTT: What can we do,
day to day, to keep our immune systems in top shape?
DEAR READER: Experts have yet
to hit on a strategy that will ensure
adequate immunity. As you can imagine, this is an extraordinarily complex
problem because it involves so many
organs and cells in the body. At present, our best bet is to take care of
ourselves by sleeping appropriately,
eating right, exercising in moderation
and behaving prudently.
In particular, people get into trouble
when they take foolish chances: drinking too much alcohol, using drugs,
engaging in unsafe sex and exposing
themselves to unnecessary risks. Of
paramount importance is avoiding
infection with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the cause of AIDS,
which is spread by sexual activity,
contaminated needles and tainted
blood products.
Obviously, people can maintain
good immunity by having close medical supervision of underlying medical
conditions, such as diabetes.
Unfortunately, as we age, our
immune systems weaken. This is a
fact of life over which we have no control.
In a phrase, I would sum up this
advice by saying: Be sensible.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Have you ever
said to a patient: "You're cured; you
need not come back"? In my experience, doctors tend to "churn- patients
by regularly scheduling follow-up
appointments Do you routinely insist
on the co-payment?
DEAR READER: I'm not clear
about the basis for your question, but,
yes, I do insist on the co-payment,
which is ordinarily $10 or $20, depending on the insurance plan. This fee is
minimal and most patients gladly
accept it as a fact of life.
With respect to your observation
about churning patients, the issue is
not as straightforward as you seem to
imply.
Many of my colleagues-won't let a
patient out the door without a followup appointment (especially for a full
examination next year). I agree that
this practice can be excessive, but it is
a matter of style more than greed.
And it could be considered good medical practice.
I don't operate that way. NIy
patients know to telephone me for follow-up routine matters, and I usually

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

emphasize, at the conclusion of welladult exams in those over 50, that
annual examinations are prudent. I
don't, however, schedule such
patients a year in advance, because I
believe that each adult has the
responsibility to make personal decisions about his or her own health
issues without me insisting on a
schedule.
In addition, I'd never tell a patient,
"You're cured; you need not come
back." To me, this is off-putting and
gives the impression that 1) I don't
care and 2) I'm not concerned about
preventive medicine, which is a vital
part of good medical practice. If, for
example, an elderly person has borderline hypertension, I'll ask for
appropriate monitoring. On the other
hand, if I've just examined a healthy
30-year-old athlete without risk factors, I'll encourage him or her to have
an .exam in about 10 years; routine
annual evaluations are not necessary
in this age group — except for Pap
tests in women,
In my experience, doctors' practice
styles vary substantially and most
people eventually choose a practitioner with whom they agree and feel
most comfortable. Above all, this
interaction — in order to be successful — requires open communication
between physician and patient, a quality that is sadly lacking in today's hitech, get-'em-in-and-get-'em-out medical atmosphere.
A NOTE TO READERS: For updated and revised Health Reports on
"Erectile Dysfunction" and "Coronary
Artery Disease," send $2 for each
report to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure to
mention the title(s) of the Health
Report(s). Also, be on the lookout for
more updated Health Reports.

Ten years ago
DEAR ABBY: I have been marBetty H. Lowry was presented a
50
than
more
for
ried to "Gerald"
Jones Fellowship by the
Melvin
years. He is a wonderful husband
Murray Lions Club at a meeting at
and a splendid father. He still showers me with affection: kisses me good
Murray Woman's Club house. The
morning and good night, calls me
fellowship is presented to individufrom the office at least once a day, is
als in whose name a contribution of
a great provider, never argues about
has been contributed for the
$1,000
money - essentially I can do anyCampaign Sight Fund.
thing I want. In addition, Gerald is
Births reported include a boy to
an attentive and highly competent
Mr. and Mrs. Bubba Sparks, Jan.
lover.
Throughout the year, Gerald
22; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
gives me presents - flowers, candy,
E. Pinkston, Feb. 2; a girl to Pamela
things for the house, etc. However,
and Brad Canter, a girl to Melissa
he never gives me presents for my
and Mike Thomas, a girl to Melissa
birthday, our anniversary or
and Terry Lindsey and a girl to
Hanukkah. I receive only a card and
Helen and Willie Nimmo, March 2;
.
a hug.
a boy to Sherri and Keith Miller,
I don't like it, Abby. When I tell
him how I feel, he just smiles, gives
March 3.
me a hug and a kiss, and says,
Twenty years ago
"Honey, that's not my thing." NothPublished is a picture of Ronnie
DEAR FEELING HURT: I ing I say or do convinces him to
8, and Kevin Jones, 13,
Thorn,
think he's deceiving you. Every- change. Any suggestions?
playing
basketball at First Baptist
thing you have written about
PATRICIA IN SAN FRANCISCO
Church parking lot. The photo is by
him indicates he's still involved
with someone else and probably
DEAR PATRICIA: If after 50 Staff Photographer Duane Spurlock.
In the Fourth District High
living with her. My advice is to years of marriage this is his only
change your locks and home fault, consider yourself a very
School Basketball Tournament.
phone number, and if he calls lucky woman. Develop a sense of Marshall County Marshals and
you at work, be unavailable.
humor. Go shopping for holiday
Lady Marshals won over Murray
gifts for yourself. Show them to
High School teams for the champihim and say, "This is from you. onship. High team scorers were
DEAR ABBY: I am a 30-year-old Thanks, Honey."
Donna Rousse and David McMullin
female and have been repairing comfor
Murray and Laura Seay and
thoroughly
I
two
years.
for
puters
enjoy it. However, the field is domiPauline Phillips and her daughter, David Harrison for Marshall.
nated by men,and I have a problem. Jeanne Phillips. share the pseudonym
Births reported include a boy to
Dear Abby at
My boss doesn't take me seri- Abigail Van Buren, Write
P.O. Box 69440, Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Herndon,
or
www.DearAbby.com
ously. He will put a malfunctioning Los Angeles, CA 90069.
Feb. 9; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Richcomputer in front of me; I will test it
•
ard
Joseph Thornton, Feb. 12.
wrong
is
think
her
and tell him what I
Abby shares more than 100 of
Thirty
years ago
"Abby's
with it. Abby, he always disagrees favorite recipes in two booklets:
Favorite Recipes" and "More Favorite
Murray Police Department will
with me.
by Dear Abby." Send a business- start checking for cars without their
When he puts the same computer Recipes
envelope, plus check
self-addressed
size,
in front of one of his male techs and or money order for $10 (U.S. funds( to: 1972 license plates on March 10.
they will tell him the same thing, he Dear Abby — Cookbooklet Set, P.O. Box according to Murray Police James
always agrees with them.
447, Mount Morris, 11. 61054-0447.(Postage M. Brown.
I think it's time he gave me credit is included in price.1
where credit is due. Is there anyCONTRACT BRIDGE
thing I can do to change my boss's
behavior, or should I consider
moving on?
FRUSTRATED GEORGIA TECH

DEAR ABBY: I have been dating
"Jay" for four months. When I met
him, he gave me his cell phone
number. He said he doesn't have a
home phone.
He won't tell me where he lives
because his "ex-woman" stalks him,
is dangerous, and he doesn't want
her to cause me any problems. He
says she has access to his apartment.
The apartment is in her name.
I care a lot for Jay and don't want
to lose him. He has keys to my house
and knows my home and work numbers. I've kept no secrets from him,
but I suspect he is still involved in a
relationship, and that's why he
doesn't want me to know where he
lives. Should I continue to trust Jay,
or do you think he is deceiving me?
FEELING HURT
IN THE NORTHWEST

In the Fourth District, High
School Basketball Tournamerit Calloway Lakers on over Benton Indians and Murray High Tigers won
over South Marshall Rebels. High
team scorers were James Wells for
Calloway. Clapp for Benton, Tyrone McCuiston for Murray and
Sherman Cothran for South.
Grace Baptist Church celebrated
its fifth anniversary March 5.
Forty years ago
Neale A. Sykes, fire control
technician third class, U.S. Navy, is
serving aboard the escort destroyer
USS Courtney. homeported at Newport News. Va.. following a onemonth training cruise in the Caribbean area.
The farm home of Mr. and Mrs.
fleorge DunaonRt..L Farrningtcui..
was destroyed by fire about 8 p.m.
March 3.
Tom Brewer has been named
manager of the Murray office of
Southern Bell Telephone Company.
Fifty years ago
Porter Hutchens, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hutchens, is serving
with U.S. Marines in Naples, Italy.
In games of the Fourth District
High School Basketball Tournament Almo Wamors won over New
Concord Redbirds and Hardin won
over Lynn Grove Wildcats. High
team scorers were S. Lockhart for
Almo. Hurt for New Concord. Powell for Hardin and West and Kemp
for Lynn Grove.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin ,Scott and twin
girls to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne King.
Feb. 27.

An Unusual Safety Play

DEAR FRUSTRATED: You're South dealer.
jack! The finesse appears absurd,
not going to change a member of Both sides vulnerable.
considering that South possesses
the old boys' club. Consider
10 trumps headed by the A-K-J.
NORTH
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
But, oddly enough, it is the right
moving on, but not until you've
•Q 10 9 5 3
play — not because the finesse sucfound something equally good or
96 2
better. Now that you have expeceeds in the actual deal, but be• 1086
rience, I'm sure there are plenty
cause it assures the contract against
4A 8
of job opportunities for a tech
any distribution of the opposing
EAST
WEST
with your diagnostic skills.
cards.
•J 8
•A 7 6 4 2
To appreciate the advantage of
VQ 108
V—
the finesse, let's assume that de•J 9 4
•Q 7 5 3
.41{Q763 clarer makes the more normal play
4J 10 9 2
ICNA.1111.1f COMICS
of the ace on the first round of
SOUTH
trumps. After West shows out,
K
Etl_CONI COI E.
South must go down one, losing a
VAKJ7543
trick in each suit.
•A K 2
WHAT
1 WON'T
LET'S HAVE A BET
Now let's assume that when
+54
KIND OP
WANT TO
ON WHOSE RIDE
SANDWICH The bidding:
South finesses the jack, it loses to
TAKE YOUR
COMES PIRST
17
.. South West
}
North East the queen. This is not cause for
, > SANDWICH,
YOUR DOLLAR
E.M0
.•
Pass alarm, because the contract is still
AGAINST mV
1+
1'F
Pass
SANDWICH
fully under control. The best the
4
defenders can do in that case is to
Opening lead —jack of clubs.
cash a club and shift to a diamond.
South wins the diamond return,
There are times when declarer
must make what appears to be a draws the one missing trump and
senseless play in order to give plays the king ofspades. West takes
himself the maximum chance for his ace, but that's the end ofthe line
his contract. The play might seem for the defense. South later crosses
foolish if it turns out to be unnec- to dummy's nine of trumps and
essary, but when the play proves discards his diamond loser on the
to be essential, declarer has some- queen of spades.
ATI-1 lir
In effect, the trump finesse is a
thing worth talking about.
play to guard against a 3-0
safety
West
where
case
this
Take
r
'
TOO
UNHEALTHY
WITH
FRENCH
FRIES
WHAT'S
HAD
()ADA&
ITVE
I HAVE. SKIPPED
division. Quite often it will
trump
hearts.
four
against
club
FOR
a
leads
DINNER AND CHEESE
GOING CC THE
BREAKFAST AND LUNCH
NOW M4 INNER.
PUFFS AT MIDNIGHT...
CA86ACTE 500P DIET
South wins with dummy's ace, cost declarer a 30-point trick, but
AND THEN EATEN FOUR
NUTRITIONIST
...I'VE MADE PEANUT
FOR A FEuJ DAYS ??
returns a low trump and, after that is a very small premium to pay
DONUTS AT 3:00PM
SHOWS UP...
BUITER SANDWICHES OUT
East plays the eight, finesses the for ensuring a vulnerable game.
OF FAT-FREE RICE CAKES,
Tomorrow: First-class detective work.
AND CALLED A CARTON OF
02002 King Features Syndicate Inc
ICE CREAM "ONE SERVING'!..

CROSSWORDS

ACROSS

s.EC)

CIFt Et 15TTE.Ft ca r WelFi
I HEAR yoe,ANNE. Gee6wILL BE RETIRING FRoM
THE BANK SooN, NO I'M
DREAPING IT ALREADY,

`IoU DON'T UNOF_R
BECAUSE HIS ENTiRE
ELL'/.- HE WATcAES
FOCUS WILL-TuRN TO
GOLF VIDEOS HE PRACTICES
GoLF .1.
HIS SWING FOR HOURS
THAT CK,
HE PUTTS INTHE HALLAT
CONNIE
LEAST
If
, vuAys, HE'S BouGHT
HE'LL BE BuSy.
ENERY CONCEIvABLE
LEARNiNG"
CoNTRAFTION
AvAILABLE!
2-1 - AND
-HE'LL
WANT ME
Tc PART-r4ER
WITH HiM

GAFIFIEL_CI
ws-IY
NOT?

PEANUTS
(YOU KNOW WHAT \
tfOi) COULD 5IW To
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DAef LIKE TOPAs ?

,(04.1COoLcs Sa4,'PLEA5E
5TA4 OUT OF THE RAIN BECAu5E
sOU'RE 5iikET LIKE 506AR,AND
if tiOU 6ET JET q0tYLL MELT"

1 Workshop
tool
6 Pens
11 Smack
13 Supply with
gear
14 Like
15 Bed covering
17 — Havre
(French port)
18 Sweater letter
20 Assumed
name
21 Tuscaloosa's
loc
22 Chimney
24 Starry vista
25 Excessive
criticism
26 "Ouch"
28 More creepy
30 Whimper
32 New Jersey
fort
33 Makes a
basket
36 Swig
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39 Survive
40 CD
forerunners
42 Bog material
44 Neighbor of
CTRL
45 Disney.dog
47 Lennon's
bride
48 Camper
maybe
49 Nurturing
51 Apiece (abbr
52 Obscured
54 Marketed
again
56 Great feeling
57 Brash

1 Miniature
2 Without
thought
3 MI's neighbor
4 Lawyer's deg
5 Entertainer
Falana
6 Prompts

TODAY IN HISTORY
I he Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. March 6.
the 65th day of 2002. There are 300
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 6. 1836, the Alamo in
San Antonio. Texas, fell to Mexican forces after a 13-day siege.
On this date:
In 1853, Verdi's opera "La •
Traviata" premiered in Venice, Italy.
In 1857, in its "Dred Scott" decision., the Supreme Court held that
Scott. a slave, could not sue for his
freedom in federal court.
In 1933. a nationwide bank holiday declared by President Franklin
Roosevelt went into effect.
In 1935, retired Supreme Court
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.
died in Washington.
In 1944, U.S. heavy bombers
staged the first American raid on
Berlin during World War II.
In 1957. the former British African colonies of the Gold Coast and
Togoland became the independent
state of Ghana.
One year ago: Calling it the
"most accurate census in history."
the Bush administration refused to
adjust the 2000 head count. Fortytwo people. mostly students, were
killed in a schoolhouse explosion in
southern China; the government
blamed a bomber. but parents said
the students had been forced to
make fireworks by school officials.
Bill Mazeroski was elected to the
Baseball Hall of Fame, along with
former Negro League player Hilton
Smith.

Subscribe to the
Answer to Previous Puzzle

I

Home Delivery
$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Local Mail

(Calloway. Graves & Marshall)
$25.00
3 mo.
$50.00
6 mo.
$85.001
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN

3-6 C 2002 United Feature Syndicate
7 Baseball great
Mel
8 Bill — fare
9 Column
10 Rib eye e g
12 Sidekicks

13 Approved
16 Goddess of
victory
19 Yes, to Yvette
_21 Malt beverage
23 Disney site
25 Repair (2
wds )
27 Make a
mistake
29 Equip
31 Bellowed
33 Tray
34 Missouri hrs
35 — State
(Idaho)
37 Actor
DiCapno
briefly
38 Sheets of
plywood
39 Cocoon
dweller
41 Tumult
43 Flatterer
45 Squint
46 Teller's stack
49 Alice"
waitress
50 Juliette Low's
org
53 Psyche
component
55 Bone (Lat )

(Purvear. Flui.hanan
3 mo. •
6 mo.
I yr

Paris')
$65.001
$80.00 ,
$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$70.00
$85.001
$130.00

Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name

_

Street Address__
('it'
State

Zip__

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon sith payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
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WORLD TRAVELER...Marquise
shares information about travel plans
to Rome, Italy. Students in MMS's 7th
grade French class had to prepare
travel packages to different countries.

PROUD AMERICANS. Holly Bloodworth's P1/P2 class at MES
had her students in the red, white and blue shirts that each
of the children decorated by themselves. They pretended the
new part of the building in the back was an arena and marched
around chanting USA with their torches.

YOUNG ACTORS...Students in Ms. Dill's class
at Murray Elementary performed a section
from a book for other classmates. The story
was about trying something new that you
didn't think you'd like.

FOOD LINE...In a study of methods of production, MMS students Brandon Watkins,
Kullen Balthrop and Emily Benson create an
assembly line for the manufacture of peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches.

UP. UP AND AWAY...North Elementary primary student toured the Murray-Calloway County Airport
recently. Pictured with them is Johnny Parker, airport manager.

FUN ASSIGNMENT...Chloe Farris, P2
student at MES, is enjoying a science
experiment while having fun blowing
bubbles.

HOLDING TIGHT...Casie Mauney, P1 student
at MES, holds the flame high as she enters
the venue to participate in the Murray Elementary Opening Ceremony of the Olympics.

YOUR STANCE...Drew Kelleher, P4 student
at MES, is getting instruction from PE teacher
Mike Conley on the correct position for
tennis.

'PLAY' TIME...Southwest Elementary fourth grade students
were delighted by a visit from April Cochran from the
Market House Theatre in Paducah. She presented a drama
workshop entitled -Kids Take the Stage."

PATRIOTIC PRIDE...Alyson Mathis, P2
student at MES, holds her flag high
to show that she is proud of the USA
and their talents in the Olympics.

CHUG, CHUG, CHO CHO...Calloway
Preschool students Amber Boren, Eric
Thorn and Savannah Myers Goff board
the train at school.

UP AND DOWN...Student Kennady Parker plays on the
Calloway
at
teeter-tooter
Preschool.

..441117

TASTY...Calloway Preschool students participated in a Hawaiian-style luau recently as part of their lunch period.

WE'RE

OPEN
Come
See. Us!
RED BARN
GARDEN SHOPPE

4 Minutes From
Murray on

di

435-44 Iri

Tues.-Sat.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun.
1-5 p.m.

PERFORMING...CCHS
students perform a skit based
on Robert Frost's "Mending
Wall."

WE'RE DONE...CCHS seniors celebrate completion of portfolios.

TEA TIME...These 5th grade students at East
Elementary dressed their parts as they presented a play for Social Studies.

CAUTION:FAILURE TO CHECK EYES ANNUALLY
MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS EYE ILLNESS

EASTER
SPECIAL

• Cataract Evaluation
•
• Foreign Body Removal

1 - 8x10
2 - 5x7
8 - Wallets

• Glaucoma Detection/
Treatment

$4900

• Diabetic Eye Disease
Management

*No Setting Fee

• "Pink-Eye" Treatment

EVERY DAY
Tat Easree

Call(270) 759-2500 Today!

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
Dr. Kevin„M. Adams
308 South 12th Street • Murray, KY

Photography
eAllison"
607 South 4th St.• Murray • 753-8809

